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Bryan denlinger false

From RationalWiki What harm can it do if a man told a good lusty lie in a worthy cause and for the sake of the Christian churches? —Luther (Lenz: Briefwechsel, Vol. 1. Pg. 373) Bryan Denlinger is a batshit crazy, Bible pounding crank, windbag, hatemonger and unemployed, self-proclaimed priest-turned-blowhard demagogue running an internet ministry alternately known as the
King James Video Ministries or the Bible Believers Fellowship. Denlinger is known for his conspiracy theories and wingnuttery. Denlinger maintains a YouTube channel under the username husky394xp with over 1000 video surveys and over 20,000 subscribers. He is the founder of his own Christian cult (see note below) of his own tradition, Denlingerism. Denlinger encapsulates
America Protestant Christian phenomena in a microcosm. The Mayflower brought to America a rag tag group of unpopular, non-conformist English dissenters who face persecution at the hands of fellow Protestants, be it the reformed church in the Netherlands or of the established Church of England. [1] Religion from the beginning of the American experience has been cynical of
authority, be it temporally or spiritually. [2] This cynicism towards authority permeated the environment in which the fundamental instruments of the United States (Declaration of Independence, The United States Constitution, and The Bill of Rights) were written. Early in the American experience, there was always the fear that the Catholic Church would extend its influence to the
American colonies especially with Spain in the south and the territory of New France, which stretched from the Gulf of Mexico to the Nunavik completely surrounding the colonies. The Jesuits were the shock troops of the counter-reform entrusted with the care of Catholics in Protestant regions, where Catholics faced persecution, conversion of territories lost to Protestants in
Catholic kingdoms and missionary work outside Europe. [3] A large part of the Missionary of the Jesuits was accomplished through education, preaching, controversy, debate, and scholarship. The Jesuits succeeded in converting areas of Europe, but received much antipathy and suspicion from the Protestants. [3] Attempts to understand Denlinger's weltanschauung cannot be
conducted outside of this context in the American experience. Denlinger is not affiliated with any Christian organized religion or any religious association and is therefore considered a non-denominational independent Christian. He describes his Church as a free church under the direction of Jesus Christ. [4] He often refers to himself and others who share his faith and views simply
as Bible believers and his group as a Bible believing communion or Bible devout Christian. [5] However, this is only descriptive in terms of who they are and not the self-confessed real name of the cult. [5] Due to the lack of a self-given correct name, denlingerism has been used as a proper name for the system of faith and denlingerist for which follows the belief system, which is
the usual naming of a belief system after its founder. This post follows this already well-established convention. His religious views are based primarily on his personal reading and interpretation of the Bible and what the spirit and Jesus reveal to him as he reads the Bible. He preaches a gospel of repentance followed by Jesus' acceptance as Lord and Savior. When a person is
saved, they are always saved within the current distribution. [6] While Denlinger does not consider himself a named prophet, Denlinger considers himself a prophet, as he performs the work of a prophet and should be considered a prophet of God. Mainline Protestant Christians do not consider Denlingerists to be Christian because of Denlingerism's version of the Trinity is of a
Gnostic Saberlian taste,[8] therefore belonged to the non-Christian branch of Protestantism. Other Christians have dubbed his version of trinity unitary modalism even though tripartite hymnism or tripartite saberlianism are more accurate descriptions of the deity. Denlingerism denies three persons and chooses a single person consisting of body (Jesus), soul (father) and spirit
(spirit). [8] However, since Denlinger considers himself a Christian, he is considered a Christian for this post, which gives his claim the benefit of the doubt. Some of Denlinger's beliefs include: It's not such a wonderful life [edit] The Denlingers preach about whether insurance is scripture. If you were wondering the answer is NO! Denlinger was born in 1975 and grew up in
Strasberg, Pennsylvania, and attended Pequea Valley High School. His father was a mennonite and is of Bavarian-Tyrolean Protestant descent. High school for Denlinger was a time to mess around and be stupid and kept him from being in full-time employment. [12] According to Denlinger I wasn't about to go to some university and spend time sitting at a desk and reading some
books; I had no interest in that. Instead, he began working as a boatbuilder at Susquehanna Santee Boat Works and then as a forester and a lumberjack. He now lives near Bridgewater, Maine. [13] Given his disdain for education, Denlinger does not pursue higher education. Since he was saved, he has devoted his life to preparing a series of paranoid conspiratorial rants, which he
describes as studies, all backed up by verses in his King James Bible. Since 2012, Bryan Denlinger has been married to Katherine Kucera, a partner and co-preacher in his Bible faith ministry. Denlinger attended calvary Monument Bible Church, an independent non-denominational church in Paradise, PA. From the age of seventeen his church attendance was sporadic, usually
attending Lampeter United Methodist Church with his parents. [14] At the age of 25, he began attending a Cornerstone Baptist Church and later began attending a Berean Bible church (non-trinity) after being saved. He then left bereans due to problems and joined Mount Zion Baptist Church i i Pa. But early in his ministry, he claimed to have been rescued at age 8 by his Sunday
school teacher and immediately began testifying to his classmates at school. While attending Zion Baptist Church on the Mountain, Denlinger volunteered to teach Sunday school. One of the requirements for teaching Sunday school was that he gave a police background check, which he thought was a little bit weird. [14] After falling out with the pastor, he began attending Liberty
Baptist Church and later Country Chapel Baptist Church. [14] As was usually the case with Denlinger, much because of his rebellious nature, he feuded with the priest and the congregation, who forced his departure. Since then, he founded his own cult, which believes in what he means; a cult to its own taste. Denlinger imagines primitivism to be the ideal that went into the Bible.
When he wanted to return to the primitivism of the early church age and wanted to move out of the shoveled on his parents' property, which he had called home since he married Katherine, he began looking for a connection to be bought to get away from the world. After failing to find any affordable property in Pennsylvania, a subscriber made him decide to be a nuisance to the
state of Maine instead. [15] The area around his home growing up had enough well-established batshit crazy windbags (the likes of his mentor Eric Jon Phelps) according to the Southern Poverty Law Center, that they proved too much competition for up and coming whippersnapper. In 1997, Denlinger entered the business as the wood-stitcher. Much of his work consisted of
turning spinning tops, wooden bowls and ornamental curiosities, which he exhibited at art galleries and craft shows. [13] He also made some furniture during this period. When asked what his motivation was, he indicated that it was just to make money. He didn't find the work that meets doing things for rich people. But he still considers himself a woodturner of commerce [13]
perhaps so that he can maintain his claim to have come from the art world. After a trip to Honduras, he had a coming-to-good moment, got saved again, and took an interest in the Bible. At this point he also got into the logging business. He felled trees and sold them as wood or timber mills in the area to make a living. [13] After watching some Peter Ruckman videos, listening to
his audio cassettes, and reading some of his books, Denlinger began creating some of his own media content and began distributing these. At the urging of others, he began marketing these through his own ministry and others' web stores. [13] Both Denlingers are given to gossip and scattering backscaling about individuals they have known in the past. They have used their
Youtube channel to attack those they consider to have offended them in some way, including reading their private correspondence. Because of Bryan Denlinger's abrasive argumentative in nature, he has had ongoing feuds with his family[16] and neighbors, neighbours, some of them in his videos as Satanists, unsaved, thugs, backstabbers or Catholics. Katherine once
harangued her parents about joining the Denlinger cult and getting rescued. Her parents, who seem to have more sense than their daughter, were immediately ejected by the Denlingers from their home when they came to visit. [16] In 2009 denlinger began a YouTube channel under the name husky394xp, which was named after the Husqvarna 394 XP chainsaw, which he used
for his logging business. The husky394xp canal was at one time dedicated to felling trees for wood or timber. This channel will later become the main ministry channel. The various ministries such as the Bible Believers Fellowship and king james bible ministries have been profitable enough that Dellinger has been able to give up paid employment and has instead focused on
developing its cult ministries on the Internet. Drink Drano [edit] Drano, a choice of a new generation of cultists to test their spirits. Denlinger has yet to test his own spirit of judgment purposes. Denlinger comes across as extremely arrogant and proud, which he uses to make up for his own shortcomings in actual religious education and education. Most of his competition has some
of both and has been ordained to the ministry, while Denlinger simply took the Bible and began pounding it around under the impression that he is the ibo of the Holy Spirit. He claims that those who attack or condemn him commit an unforgivable sin because anyone who attacks him attacks the Holy Spirit in him. He has an extreme inferiority complex and compensates for it in
aggressiveness towards his betters, going so far as to recommend that his competition drink Drano or sulfuric acid to test their spirit and do so on camera in full view of their subscribers. [17] Many have waited and wondered when Denlinger will test his own mood by drinking Drano, but no one has held his breath. Denlinger has yet to prove to his cultists that he has the spirit of
drinking either Drano or sulphuric acid. In a video the sermon alludes to the Jonestown massacre, Denlinger, exhibiting his knowledge of geography that the spirit he gave him, claimed that the Jonestown massacre took place in Africa. The incident took place in Guyana, a country in South America. Further, Denlinger claims that Jim Jones became of God for hitting the Bible. [17]
He asks why anyone filled with the spirit would hit the Bible, despite in one of his own tirades he is seen hitting the Bible repeatedly. The video was later deleted. Mirror, mirror on the wall [edit] Artiste extraordinaire, Bryan Denlinger found the Catholic painting of the announcement of the Spanish Baroque painter Bartolomé Esteban Murillo tasteless and pornographic. [19] Brianus
Denlingerum locuta est; causa finita est. Given the gullible and half-wittedness of his followers, Denlinger, ever narcissistic oaf, grooms themselves to be a savant among them, a man of culture and learning. Given the imbecility of his followers as he bamboozles, they form a loyal cult of sycophants drinking his Drano Kool support. Denlinger claims to be a rational man of science,
[20] but has irrational, emotional meltdowns when he is chastened or questioned by his fellow Bible-pounding windbags. Denlinger considers himself an artist and comes from the art world. [21] He believes that when he worked as a woodturner, he is an artist and claims to know about art. But he considers most art a perversity. Denlinger plays the part of the legendary village idiot
in a sermon in which he preached against medieval and Renaissance art, which he called pornographic and pagan. [19] According to Denlinger such art encourages paedophilia and is the work of perverse. The purpose of the sermon was to awaken the Catholic people to the fact that their system has always been corrupt and that these paintings have no basis in writing, and
simply show the perversion of the Catholic artists who painted them. [19] He continues to ask his audience, pointing to cherub angels, where in the Bible are there naked babies with wing flying in full nudity? [19] You have to keep an eye on this thing of art for okay. I was in the art field for a couple of years and I know a lot of this stuff, you know, and they used to just push the
envelope of what's acceptable and they call it art. Okay. You paint naked things and stuff all the time, you're a pervert! Okay. Don't tell me oh because I respect the human body and hmm-um sure you do. I was around that thing, I know what, you know, how that thing works.-Preaching - Catholic child pornography? He considers all artists perverts of one kind or another. He claims
to be an expert in pornography given his previous experience as a consumer of porn. [22] While little baby peepees do not make any (brisk, there is) cuddle, that is not the case with god's prophet, Denlinger, little baby angels, without a doubt, makes this holy man of God (whom he claims to be) stand upright. In the FAQ Answering an Agnostic question, Denlinger imagines being
the safest kind of guy to deal with because he is held to a standard. [14] Unfortunately, his default is his own interpretation of a poorly translated Bible (in fact, the worst according to a computer program designed for the task[23]), which he uses to his own advantage and to confirm his own pre-existing bias. Given that he does not hold the fathers of the church who were close to
the apostolic source as a standard of faith or interpretation[14] gives him the freedom to read something his little heart desires in his personal interpretation, which is his standard eisegesis exegese. Since he has positioned himself as an adjudicator, what the Bible is called, he is his own standard, nothing more, nothing less. While Denlinger trying to engage with more intelligent,
educated, educated, rational and naturally skeptical people, most of them tend to give him a wide berth as soon as the first insanity or counterfactual denlingerism is spewed to their advantage. Denlinger claims to be a man of God and claims those who attack him attack the spirit of him. After all, he knows he has swallowed a spirit, feathers and all. As the prophet he claims to be,
he often reminds his followers that the spirit speaks to him and through him. [17] He even considers himself a saint. Influence[edit] Denlinger exhibits his extensive collection of Peter S. Ruckman's musings, which influenced his theology. Much of Denlinger's talking points point to a worldview strongly influenced by the screams and ravings of Eric Jon Phelps and Peter S. Ruckman,
especially[24] that share similar perspectives on religion, race, and culture. Denlinger early in his ministry claimed to be a Ruckmanite. On issues like anti-miscegenation, segregation, race relations and culture, Denlinger's views are a copy of those of Phelps, while theologically his views are aligned with the ruckman. The book Vatican Assassins authored by Phelps has greatly
influenced and shaped Denlinger's thinking one would come to believe that this book was the biggest influence on his worldview saving the King James Version of the Bible and Ruckman's comments on the Bible. These books form the basis of much of Denlingers' weltanschauung. Perhaps, the two writers confirmed Denlinger's original prejudices, which already existed, but it's
clear that he has conformed to and adopted himself to the ideas that Ruckman and Phelps though other influences abound. Denlinger has described both Ruckman and Phelps as two phenomenal highly intelligent men who have spent years in the ministry and have repeatedly defended them from their opponents. [26] Denlinger has also expressed support for Phelps' ethnostate
ProBaptiCal,[26] a white only Anglo-Saxon Protestant Baptist Calvinist nation (present-day Pennsylvania) who will use a paramilitary force based on Ton Ton Macoute to track down and execute all remaining Catholics (convert or die if Anglo-Saxon) and blacks (just die). [27] Jewish Catholics and Jesuits, the dirtiest of persons of all will be put to death immediately when they are
found. [27] The one seen in batshit crazy fundies was different from the Mohammedan jihadists and their followers. at least, dealing with the Mohammedan one could pay to participate in optional jizya protection plan. Another source of influence on both Denlinger and Phelps was Jack T. Chick of the Infamous Chick Tracts and Alberto Rivera. According to Rivera's account, he
(Rivera) was a deep cover Jesuit who was tasked by the Vatican and jesuits to infiltrate Protestant organizations and churches. The reality, according to a study by Cornerstone Magazine, a Protestant Christian magazine, was a trust huckster who was wanted for fraud and extortion in He had arrest warrants issued for his arrest in New Jersey and Florida for fraud, credit card theft
and writing bad checks[28][29] and was born a Protestant[29], not a Catholic as Rivera had claimed. Chick and Rivera formed much of the core of Denlinger's anti-Catholicism, which was reinforced by Phelps, who himself was influenced by Chick and Rivera. Mennonites-Anabaptist influence underlies much of Denlinger's worldview, which figures fairly strongly in Pennsylvania
because of its origins as a land-grant by Charles II at the behest of William Penn for non-conformists of all stripes who suffered from religious persecution and discrimination from mainline Protestant churches in Europe. That was why Pennsylvania became a refuge for individuals or groups seeking religious freedom and worship as puritans in New England now established their
own theocratic social order, began pursuing non-conformists who were not in line with their own non-conformist ideal. But this has made the state a magnet for hate groups, including Phelps and his church. This influence can be seen in his primitive, antisocial, bourgeois and anti-hierarchical views. The primitivism gives rise to his biblical lens of trying to restore the church, as he
sees it, of the Bible. This can be seen in his claim that there are no church buildings and only house churches in the early church. His antisocial, anti-traditional and anti-hierarchical views range from church politics to his politics and his views on government, police and the military. The anti-traditionalism gives rise to his unconventional views deity/trinity. Since many of these views
are more acceptable in the Region of Pennsylvania due to the origin of the state, Denlinger was surprised that these views are not so well received by society as a whole. Katherine Denlinger[edit] Katherine Jezebel Denlinger (sister Katherine) the certified crazy wife Bryan Denlinger. Bryan is not legally married to Katherine, as Bryan does not believe in buying a marriage
certificate, but he was married to Katherine of God. Most people call this living together in sin, but not Bryan. Since Bryan refers to Katherine as his wife, this post will refer to Katherine as his wife. Bryan and his equally wingnutty, petty-minded, passive-aggressive wife, Katherine, are co-preachers in his King James Video ministries. Much of Denlingers' published content consists
of rantings and blathering against some event they consider a nefarious conspiracy. Their emotionally charged ravings are aimed at those who publish critical content, calling them punks, Luciferians, masons, Jesuits or idiots. Denlingers are the only known preachers in this cult. When she doesn't preach a sermon herself, she can count on bobing her head up and down, nodding
in agreement and suddenly ejaculate some insanity goes back to her nodding in deal routine. Katherine grew up in Iowa and suffered from from early childhood, to which the doctors found no cure. [30] She suffers from a learning disability and found the educational framework of the classroom difficult[31] and was considered a slow learner[32]. Katherine attended Atlantic High
School in Atlantic, I.A., but failed standardized tests and was sent for remedial courses. [30] She describes herself as a loner unable to make friends during this period. [30] While she was athletically gifted, she suffered from gender confusion, which she blames on playing sports like volleyball and court. [32] She ended up attending six universities and colleges, never able to find
herself because of her learning difficulties. [32] She has been under psychiatric treatment on a regular basis. [30] She was raised a Lutheran (LCMS) by her parents[30] and attended Lutheran colleges and universities. [32] [31] But she often calls all these institutions Catholic. She claims she learned to commit the sin of drinking coffee while going lutheran Sunday school. [30]
Katherine claims that she was a member of the U.S. military and military-industrial complex, where she claims to be working as a spook. She reportedly served in the U.S. Navy between 2007 and 2010 in the Persian Gulf. [31] She was introduced by a serviceman to REX 84 documents, where she learned the evil of the U.S. government and held interrogation orders. [31] She
began to see the United States as an evil country mired in sin espionage. She also discovered that the United States was developing a cyborg army. [31] While in the military, she was ordered to undergo a command-directed psychological examination due to anger management problems, after which she was sent back to duty. [12] She failed a subsequent psychological
assessment and was honorably discharged from the military because of her psychological state. [32] She was disillusioned with Lutheranism and her family's chagrin sought non-mainstream Christian traditions. This led to a further deterioration of her relationship with her family. [31] Because of her involvement in these churches, she began to try to proselytize to her potential
employers, and as can be expected, no one wanted to join her particular cult of the day and needless to say not find employment. [31] During this period, she began to move away from the technology of the world. [31] She began to come into contact with KJV-onlyists and met Bryan Denlinger through this movement. Katherine's sermons are pitted with back-biting, speech-bearing
and gossip and preached in a loud, obnoxious way. Her husband considers those who exhibit these traits to be obsessed with the Jezebel spirit. [33] He makes an exception for his wife, so you would be wrong to consider her as a Jezebel, even if she meets her criteria for one. Denlingerism[edit] Denlinger invented the cult of Denlingerism in 2008, which he led Since. Most
members of this cult are extremely loyal sheeple and as one might expect is from the lower echelons of income and intelligence. This cult is based on the sprawling rants teaching Bryan Denlinger and his equally bat-shit crazy wife Katerine. These teachings are presented as studies on Youtube and the Internet. These studies are usually elongated rambling paranoid rants, which
rely on conspiracy theories intertwined with apophenia and pareidolia and every other logical fallacy a charlatan can be expected to employ to hoodwink the gullible gullible cultists. What is considered faith depends on what Denlinger believes the truth. Faith relies on the whim of Denlinger, who has changed his mind on occasion when it suits his fancy. Denlinger teaches that Bible
believers like him existed since the time of Christ and were demized as gnostics and heretics by the Roman Catholic Church. [34] He claims that his group is called heretics today and always been called heretics in the past. He claims that his church descended from what were the first church heretics. [34] But since Denlinger engages in double language, he notices people he
considers to be heretics as heretics does not mean that they are heretics in the same way he is the heretic of the Church of Heresy. The reason Denlinger claims there are no books or history about his cult is that the Roman Catholic Church burned all the books of heretics. He claims that all the history books were written by Catholics. The lack of evidence for his claims, he claims,
in effect proves his claim. He claims that the Roman Catholic Church precedes Christianity and was the Babylon Mystery Religion[34], which was the title of a book by Robert Woodrow, from which appears on his bookshelf. Woodrow has since recalled and acknowledged that his book was a fabrication and based on invented claims. Robert Woodrow went on to write the book
Babylonian Connection? that debunking the claim in his previous book, which he withdrew from bookstores, but unlike the first book had much less in sales. Perhaps he should have been more familiar with the admonition of 2 Timothy: For the time will come when they will not endure a healthy doctrine; but wanting to have their ears tickled, they will accumulate for themselves
teachers according to their own desires, and will turn away their ears from the truth, and will turn to myths. Because of the abrasive and corrosive personality of Denlinger, opinions other than his own are not tolerated. Negative comments and criticism will soon rally the critic with a rant complete with roll call and at times hellfire and sulfur. Expect to be trolled by Denlingerists, long
on memory and short on intellect if one has the audacity to criticize the leader of their cult. Those who disagree with Denlingerism and can hold their own are blocked, and their comments are deleted – thus the comments are usually backslapping by cultists whom Denlinger's ego greatly appreciates. If the critic was particularly troublesome, getting under Denlingers' thin skin, like
likes sodomites, femininities, Catholics, Jesuits, KJV deniers or Jesuits. Denlinger takes particular delight in using his channel to slander and vilify his critics, who go on to demonstrate the kind of spirit possessing Denlinger. The central antagonist who figures most prominently in much of Denlingerism is the Catholic Church and the Jesuits. Much of the slander that permeates
through ramblings draws from the work of Alberto Rivera, Jack Chick, theosophist Helena P. Blavatsky and Walter Veith. When a person, idea or concept can be demonstrated to have a transient connection or similarity to Catholicism, it is rejected because of that connection or similarity. This is one of the common elementary methods used by denlingerists. Like many cult leaders,
Denlinger claims he receives revelations from Jesus and the Holy Ghost. He has claimed that he is talking about the prompting of the spirit. [35] Major doctrines denlingerism:[6] The King James Version is God's perfect word in English — Denlingerism affirms the King James Version is the only Bible considered the true word of God Deity— Denlinger denies the Trinity and affirms
faith in a tripartite deity Salvation through faith in the finished work of Jesus Christ on the Cross — Denlingerism confirms that Jesus died and paid the price of sin altogether; one can only repent and believe in Jesus. Eternal security for a truly born again Christian – Denlinger confirms that when a person is saved you come to heaven, no matter what you can do after that point.
Dispensational reading of the Bible – Denlingerism argues that the Bible requires to be read per dispensation. Male authority in church and home - Denlingerism confirms that men are the boss of church and home; Beware that The Reverend Katherine Denlinger is exempt from this doctrine. Nonconformance and biblical separation from the world – Denlingerism argues that the
Bible teaches nonconformance with the world and also separation from the World House church - Denlingerism argues that the Bible teaches that this house churches are the way to go. Missionary public ministry - God wants the message spread to the world. Literal 6-day creation about 6,000 years ago – Denlingerism confirms that the earth came to be 6,000 years ago and was
created in six days. Heaven and Hell - Denlingerism confirms the existence of heaven and hell Satan - Denlingerism confirms the existence of Satan. Rejection of Music – Its personalism rejects all forms of Rock and Roll, Heavy Metal, and Rap music Sodomy a sin - Itslignerism confirms that sodomy (read: homosexuality) is a sin. Abortion is murder - Denlignerism confirms that
abortion is murder. Membership [edit] Currently there are over 700 members in his church. Membership in his house church, much like his mentor Eric Jon Phelps, is only opened to already saved Bible believers, without exception. Those who wish to join the cult are examined through an interview process in advance by to determine if they are saved Bible believers. Denlingers,
guided by the spirit of them, will check with their spirit-o-meter, and if the candidate is endorsed by the spirit they will be welcomed into the house church by communion. When they are members, members are all obligated to get the gospel out. This can be achieved by street preaching, going door to door and visiting people, passing out Chick writings, and preparing and packing



material or information for distribution. [6] All members are expected to assist with Denlinger's ministry. [6] Denlinger does not set a tenth percent from those who watch the videos, but expects to be compensated for his sermon. [15] Nevertheless, he asks subscribers to donate, and those who donate over what they can judge to be compensatory would present this gift before the
throne of God and will be duly compensated for this perhaps not in wealth but other areas of life. [15] Cultic Behavior [edit] Hey people you want to line up and get the vaccine?! You want to get your flu shot?! Do you want what you want?! Fine! Die in your sins and go to hell and burn! Period! – Bryan Denlinger[36] Denlinger has claimed that he is not a good cult leader to counter
accusations that he is a cult leader. [37] Denlinger's main claim that he is not a cult leader is that he does not have a church building. [37] In the lingering world, having a church building is equated with having a cult. He indicates that having a wilderness compound is a sign of a cult, but Denlinger bought the property to start a wilderness ministry in the middle of nowhere Maine to
build a home and a church headquarters. [38] [39] Of course, Denlinger's defense, because he refers to it as property rather than a connection, it's a not a connection. [37] No one to tell what the difference between a connection and a property acting as a ferocity ministry either. Perhaps Denlinger has taken to preaching to the local flora and fauna. To his credit, Denlinger, who
often engages in double language, has since claimed that it is his cottage instead. [37] He has also indicated that since he is not a sexual pervert he cannot be described as a cult leader. While after years of being addicted to watching pornography may not have made Denlinger a pervert we need to take his word that he is not a pervert because, after all, Denlinger has spoken and
the matter is settled. Finally, Denlinger argues that he is not a cult leader because he does not elevate himself above others. Of course, it does not count by claiming to be a prophet of God and receiving direct revelation through the spirit he claims to possess in this regard. Ever the narcissist, Denlinger made a two-part two-and-a-half hour biographical film of his own.
Conveniently, according to Denlinger's fabricated self-deed criteria, he is not a cult leader. But Denlingerism exhibits strong cultistic behavior as given by Steven Hassan's BITE model. While Denlinger that he does not keep those who do not follow him is 'unsaved' in all respects all those who have opposing views are unsaved. [37] Denlinger argues that only those who are truly
saved can understand His biblical teachings and follow His teachings, and that the unsaved cannot understand His teachings because they do not have the spirit. [40] If a person is against his unique teachings on denlinger the deity is unsaved. [40] [41] Those who are not opposed to same-sex marriage are not saved. Those who oppose his teachings are not hidden. He screens
potential members of his congregation in advance, to ensure that these graduate members of his cult are truly saved. During this interview process, Denlinger requires the person to disclose personal information and how the person was stored and any associations they may have had. No person who has a Jesuit education needs to apply. He will often call his members, whom he
refers to as the body of Christ, to eradicate dissent in their midst and inform him of private conversations with another member, or where a member may be wavering doubts or allegiance to him or his teachings. Cult members who deviate or do not follow his particular orthodoxy are doxed. Denlinger is trying to control what former members can say by threatening to disclose
publicly privileged confidential information about the deviant member obtained during the interview process. Denlinger follows through with these threats, often conducting an online criminal background check and disclosing private communications and confidential information about the outspoken former follower including actual legal name, email, and address. Like many cults,
few leave with their dignity intact. Of course, those who turn against Denlinger didn't really save, but used deception to be saved. When a person is stunned from the cultist fold, members of the cult are warned not to have further dealings with the excluded person by claiming that the biblical principle of being unequal yoked. [42] He expects people to minimize contact with the
unrelated world. Denlinger encourages his members to mark and report videos that take issue with him, his particular brand of theology and his ministry to YouTube as harassment and bullying. [43] Denlinger's cult though this process has successfully removed deviant content from the YouTube platform through sheer loyalty and the number of complaints from his sycophants. [43]
Denlinger and members of his cult with multiple YouTube accounts will not like videos that give viewers the impression that the content may not be true. Mainly due to reprisals little even the more vocal former Denligerists have deleted their critical content regarding Denlinger and his cult because of the threat of blackmail hanging over their heads like Sword of Damocles. One
determined recalcitrant had his decades-old convictions revealed insinuate that the individual was an abuser of women and a paedophile, even if these were not part of the post. The threat of such extreme unethical defamatory abuse and online harassment of former members of the cult has done little to stifle dissent within the cult. Even the more vociferous critics have removed
content because of the threat of blackmail and the threat of cults of minions attacking or flaunting deviant content. Denlingerist deity[edit] Trinity is the most important core faith in Christianity. The early Christians and Didache, the oldest written Christian document written by Jews as a catechism for pagan Christian converts, considered baptism in the correct form and substance
and adherence to correct faith[44] a requirement for Christians. Correct faith is defined by one of the three faiths of the churches: the Apostles Creed[45], Niceno-Constantinopolitan (Nicene Creed)[46] or the Athanasia creed[47]. Every one of the faiths confesses Trinitary faith. According to many Christians, only those who are trinitarians can be considered Christians,[48] since
trinitarianism is the most important doctrine that unites all Christians. Denlinger began exploring the concept of the deity when an Indian subscriber sent him a request to explain the notion that man is body, soul and spirit in June 2012 and began exploring the deity using this concept. [49] He based this concept on a passage in the King James Bible commonly known as Johannine
Comma (1 John 5:7-8), which does not appear in most Bibles and was a recording from veiled from analog explanatory notes. Since the King James Bible has this known corruption in its text, denlinger is stuck with KJV to prove its deity. Denlinger denies the Trinity and replaces it with a gnostic sabre-enacting god. Denlinger teaches that there is one god, and it is the person of
Jesus Christ who is the epitome of the complete deity, where Jesus' body, soul and spirit are the father, the son, and holy spirt respectively. He claims that there is one god and one person in the deity. He claims that this was revealed to him by the Holy Spirit. But Denlinger, who claims to be a Bible faith preacher, had no idea that the trinity faith is the central denomination that
united all Christians. Not knowing this central Christian doctrine, perhaps because of a lack of education or knowledge in the subject, he claims to be a maven, qualified him to be a Bible pounding windbag preacher. He claims to have been dumbfounded when many people who claimed to be Christian took umbrage at his teachings when he went on upending their apple carts. [50]
Being hillbilly babe in the woods, he could not give any sense of the turmoil that he had initiated. I'll be very honest with you. I stumbled into this thing completely innocent. I just looked and I see you know, I think the Bible teaches that Jesus is God the Father and all of a sudden everyone is just going wild, just ballistic attack me and all sorts of things and I'm going okaaay you know
what it's all about Let me show you another verse and then it got even worse and I'll you know, I'm just showing you some verses of scripture I don't know what big deal is. It's the mystery of divinity and and and all that you know stop attacking me. What in the world is going on. Now I understand why. Because the Lord has revealed now to me and hopefully to you, once you have
seen the evidence that in the time that Jacob's problems there will be a satanic trinity sitting in the temple: father son and saintly and in the name of the father father and son and holiest sanctity, and they are already crossing themselves. They're already prepared. Something to think of brothers.-Sermon - Why is the Catholic Trinity so important to Satan? Denlinger paints the
Trinity as a pagan Catholic philosophical concept in an attempt to make his own concept of the deity more edible. He tries to create doubt or distrust of the Trinity in people with an anti-Catholic prejudice by linking the Trinity with Catholicism. Using guilt by association with Catholicism, he seeks create in his audience a greater openness to his own alternative theory. He repeatedly
attacks the triennary concept of a Roman Catholic construct, even though all Protestants accept the Trinity as doctrine. If you could hie to Kolob [edit] Denlinger's deity is a corporal being, as such is the subject of scientific study. Since this deity must occupy space, one must ask where this deity dwells. Does he also hang out on the Mormon planet Kolob? Bryan Denlinger is a non-
Trinitarian, but from time to time he uses the word Trinity to mean a completely different concept. He does not profess faith in the Trinity, claiming that the Trinity is unbiblical and rightly claiming that the word trinity does not exist in the King James Bible. He believes, correctly, that the Trinity is a Catholic concept formulated using the language, philosophy and philosophical
concepts. Denlinger considers philosophy to be evil and believes that the Bible warns against philosophy and philosophers. He argues that the mainline concept of the Trinity is pagan in origin. Denlinger believes in a deity that is entirely contained in the person of Jesus. Denlinger, takes an analogy used to explain the Trinity and makes it the deity of his reality. He claims that the
deity consists of the body of Jesus (Jesus), the soul of Jesus (father), the spirit (spirit of Jesus). [51] He questions why Catholics did not use the terminology of the King James Bible to explain the Trinity. [51] Perhaps because the English language had not been developed when christological and triparticized concepts were debated and conceptualized? The King James bible
hadn't been found written yet at the time perhaps? Given that Denlinger is probably one of the dimest bulbs around, these realities apparently don't dawn on him. of Denlinger's sermons are pitted with anatical stupidity. Denlinger teaches his cultists that Catholics believe in two trinities. One on earth and one in heaven and this double trinity is depicted by the star of David the Jews
were forced to bear by Adolph Hitler. [51] He argues that the body, soul, and spirit of man are what is meant by being created in the image of God. This god is co-fat material, withfat having a body from the start. Thus, Denlinger's deity is a corporal, material thing that is subject to space and time and always existed within the boundaries of space and time. This deity could not have
existed before the big bang, because God relies on the big bang for the material and dimensionality. Because Denlinger's deity is a material entity, it may be subject to science and the scientific method. Denlinger's claims of the deity prove that God did not create the universe, because this god of fat exists within this universe and is of it, thus supposed to be the effect of some
reason that preceded this deity coming into existence. Perhaps if one has a powerful enough telescope we should be able to see denlinger deity somewhere on Kolob were mormons claiming their gods reside. Denlinger shouted atheists, trying to provide a philosophical proof (but not called it) of the existence of his deity using Catholic cosmological arguments for the existence of
God postulated by medieval Scholastic theologian and philosopher Thomas Aquinas. [52] Aquinas' Argument of the Unmoved Mover, Argument of First Cause and Argument from Contingency seek to prove the existence of a non-material entity outside space and time that creates space and time. But since Denlinger's deity is from the beginning a material is therefore dependent
on space and time to provide the material and dimensionality. Ergo, the existence of Denlinger's deity cannot be proved by the cosmological arguments, because this deity is ipso facto not the first cause of existence. Denlinger has no understanding or education, attempts to use philosophy, a subject he distrusts and believes is condemned by the Bible, trying to use a philosophical
proof of the existence of his deity expecting a ridiculous disaster to occur exposing himself as a buffoon. Beatingback popery and papists [edit] See the main article on this subject: Anti-Catholicism Rev Branford Clarke illustration in Heroes of the Fiery Cross 1928 by Bishop Alma White Published by the Pillar of The Fire Church in Zarephath, N.J. Ever since the mob inciting killjoys
of the descent from Mayflower, there has been an undercurrent of anti-Catholic bigotry and nativism in the United States. The Puritans brought with them the Geneva Bible, which included glossy notes, which made out Catholicism and the papacy antichrist and of Babylon and took and was anti-monarchical in its tone. King James, who engaged in the realpolitik of his time, with
great cunning, embargo The Bible as he found both it and the blank notes rebellious. [53] Upon his death, in 1626 the fourth edition of KJV included the glossy notes of the Geneva Bible. Needless to say, his son Charles I lost his head and the kingdom to the mob rousers. Catholics were until the 1950s seen as the second, not really Americans. Largely Irish, Italian, Spanish-
Mexican, German or Slavic, Catholics were seen by Protestants as outsiders. Catholics suffered discrimination, persecution and occasionally localized pogrom in the United States, which ultimately gave rise to the very aptly self-named Know-Nothings and Ku Klux Klan, which sought to eradicate Catholicism. Because of the anti-Catholic parochialism and discriminatory practices
of Catholics suffered marginalization. Conspiracy theories in which Rome sought bring the United States under catholic influence abounded during this period and continue to this day. Catholics, the Vatican and the Society of Jesus (Jesuits) have a prominent place in many of the modern conspiracy theories. Denlinger attempts to conjure this nativist and hypocritical spirit again,
yearning for the good old days and the old-time religion - well not really, because Protestants regard him as a heretic, and back in the good old days religionists burned heretics without batting an eyelash as did John Calvin. Anti-Catholicism is the most frequent theme in Denlinger's Bible study tirades. He teaches in his sermons that the Roman Catholic Church is a continuation of
the Roman system that crucified Jesus and continues to persecute Christians. [34] He believes that the Catholic Church's goal is to control all governments in the world and subjugate all nations and people. Catholicism is the one world religion of the antichrist and mother of all abominations. [54] He learns that the U.S. military was initiated and owned by the Vatican. [55] Denlinger
has claimed that the Catholic Church, the military industrial complex and the Alt Right make up the Devil's Triangle. The Devil's Triangle employs the hegelic dialectic of thesis (capitalism), contradiction (communism) to synthesize fascism. He teaches his followers that this devil triangle has come together to usher in a fascism in the United States. [56] He also claims that Catholics
sank the RMS Lusitania dragging the United States into World War I. RMS Lusitania, a passenger oceanliner was carrying passengers and war material from the United States to the United Kingdom when it was sunk by the U-20 and thus was a legitimate target due to the Just War theory of double effect (human shields). Denlinger argues that all Protestants are in fact Catholics.
Anglicans/Episcopal, Methodists, Baptists (batholics) are all pagan Catholics as they all cooperate with Catholics and adhere to the Catholic concept of the Trinity. [57] The only true Bible to believe Christians are those who share his opinion. This general animosity towards all main line Christian denominations was very a view held by the German Anabaptist movement, which
originated in the Germanic Tyrolean region during the Protestant Reformation due to hostility from all other Protestant movements at the time. The takeover of the city of Munster by the Dutch Anabaptists and the establishment of a theocratic state did not help their cause and led Protestants to link the movement to terrorism. This is similar to the cunning use of Lyman Beecher and
the abscence movement, which associated alcohol and intoxication with Catholicism in order to gain the support of many Protestant denominations with the notable exception of Episcopal and Lutherans. Sobriety was a Protestant virtue and Catholics were drunken louts - which is very much what Denlinger calls his Catholic neighbors. I'm telling you right now, these Catholics
they've infiltrated all the Protestant denominations and the one group that's left, one group being King James bible believers. Dispensational Bible believers. And you won't have a Roman Catholic apologist who stands for raptures before the time of Jacob's Trouble. Not a single one. You won't find a defender of dispensationalism. And you won't find a Roman Catholic who says
Mystery Babylon is their own city. Vatican city. And if you are stupid enough to believe that the Vatican has less power than the United Nations in New York City, you are so stupid as you know.-Sermon: The Jesuit doctrines of Hovind and Anderson Denlinger, who possess the spirit whose knowledge is ridiculously moronic, claim to be an expert on Catholicism as he has studied it.
In a sermon, Denlinger argues that Catholics claim: The Fourteen stations on the cross. You walk around the various saints and you go down there and you kneel before the Saints, you do yours you cross yourself and all these things and you rub your little rosary beads and all things yes same pagan beliefs going on. The Way of the Cross is a Christian devotee, which Catholics
and some Protestants practice especially during Lent. It is a devotee who meditates on the events from Christ's condemnation of Pilate to his epithet. No one can be sure where denlinger spirit is to acquire his knowledge from, but seems to be too stupid to pour piss out of a boot with the instructions printed on the heel. 2016 Presidential [edit] OK sign, which according to Denlinger
represents 666, Mark of the Beast Denlinger in his investigations claim that the Vatican was in control of the 2016 presidential election. In his study Total Papal Control of the 2016 Election, he examined photographs and a video of the Knights of Columbus' Al Smith Dinner, hosted by Cardinal Dolan, which Denlinger describes as a psyops operation conducted by the Vatican. In
fact The Al Smith Dinner is a charitable fundraiser that raises funds for several charities in New York City. In a sermon that can best be described as an exercise in apophenia he makes the claim that both Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton are Vatican. He was able to infer this from the OK 'secret gesture' of Trump, which Denlinger claims symbolizes Mark of the Beast - 666. He
examined people at the dinner and claimed that one was the in the scarlet layer and another was a Kabbalistic magician. A chandelier in the background is described as a magical halo of light over Cardinal Dolan's head. He reveals in the same study that Trump and Bill Clinton are Jesuit-trained provocateurs. [58] Jesuits[edit] See main article on this subject: Society of Jesus The
Jesuit conspiratorial theories are among the most common recurring themes in his musings. He draws much of his learning on the subject from Eric Jon Phelps, Alberto Rivera and Jack Chick. Given his distrust of academics, it wouldn't be surprising that much of his theology is derived from wingnut comic writings. [59] Denlinger believes that every event in history is orchestrated
by jesuits trying to usher in the new world order. Denlinger labels anyone with whom he has a disagreement with a Jesuit and subject to ridicule. Victims of Denlinger's Jesuit brush include Donald Trump, Bill Clinton, Alex Jones and organizations like the Red Cross and Boy Scouts. Even his fellow wingnut fundamentalist anti-Catholic nutbars have not been spared. James White,
who is a KJV denier was branded a Jesuit for having a book he authored approved by Norman Geisler, who received his doctorate from a Loyola University. Katherine Denlinger in her investigative sermon argues that the UN is controlled by the Jesuit order. According to Katherine, fluoride was created by the Jesuits and the Vatican. [60] According to her, Jesuit Refugee Services
working with the World Health Organization promotes fluorination of water, salt, milk and other elements. She mentions that fluoride is not in the Bible and thus the work of the devil. [60] The crazy kook has yet to explain why Youtube, internet, camcorder, electricity and wealth of other discoveries or inventions are not found in the Bible but employed by Denlingers in their ministry.
Oxygen is not in the Bible, therefore a work of the devil and ergo should be banned too? That kind of reasoning would explain why she claims she was studying for an LLM (Master of Law) to work as a telemarketer. [32] Another one of the rules Denlingerism applies to others, but not to denlingerists. Denlinger believes the Jesuits started the Vietnam War to gain control of the
heroin trade. He claims that the Jesuits sold weapons to the Buddhists and combatants with the help of the Catholic secret service (of course it is the CIA). [10] Whore of Babylon[edit] He argues that the Catholic Church is the only entity that fits the description of the Whore of Babylon. He claims that in the past five kingdoms anti-Christ ruled the world: Babylon, Medes, Persia,
Greece and Rome. Today it is the empire of Roman Catholicism. He bases this on his at Whore af Babylon Babylon be a woman, city and an empire. [61] Another proof that he offers is that vatican city is built on seven hills (the seven heads of the animal are representative of the hills). One remains wondering where the great empires of the greatest empires fit in - the British
Empire, the Soviet Union and its forerunner of Tsaristic Russia, the Mongolian Empire, the Spanish Empire, or the Umayyad caliphate fitting into the picture as the Babylonians, Medes and Medes would not do so in the 25 greatest empires in history. This leads one to suspect that these empires were chosen to support a particular eisegetical reading that would be consistent with a
particular anti-Catholic bias. Being a Bible pounding hick, it's excusable that Denlinger apparently didn't know that Vatican City is on the wrong side of the Tiber and is sitting on the Vatican Hill, which is not one of the seven hills of Rome. [62] Vatican City sits outside the ancient city of Rome not within it. In addition, there are many cities around the world that sit on seven hills.
Constantine invented Catholicism [edit] According to Denlinger Constantine invented Roman Catholicism. [14] Since the Roman Empire could not beat the Christians, he claims that the Roman Empire created Roman Catholicism from paganism. [14] Elsewhere, he claims that the Babylonians invented Roman Catholicism as the Babylonian mysticic religion[61], two seemingly
contradictory narratives. He goes on to claim that when Constantine merged by giving Roman gods saint names he then changed Caesar of Rome to the Pope of Rome - Pontifex Maximus. [14] Denlinger simply states these as well-known facts. Given that his education on Catholicism is limited to reading the Chick Tracts, Catholic Children' picture books (he looked at the
pictures), Alberto Rivera's imaginative biography, and one of the Walter Mitty's Phelps' imagined stories, can cause those possessing double-digit percentile intelligence quotients to presume his actual understanding of the subject akin to a two-year-old trying to read and understand a legal map , or learn history from a Dan Brown novel. Funny how wingnuts claim that Peter was in
Babylon and never visited Rome, and when it suits their purpose will claim that the Whore of Babylon speaks of Rome. Bait and switch, a common tactic employed by charlatans. Behold that you all follow the bishop, just as Jesus Christ does the Father, and the fortified as you would the Apostles; and reverence the deacons, as being the institution of God. Let no man do anything
about the Church without the bishop. Let it be considered an actual sacrament, which is [administered] either by the bishop or by someone he entrusted it to. Wherever the bishop is to appear, so there too the many [of the people] be; even as, no matter where Jesus Christ is, there is the Catholic Church.-Ignatius of Antioch, the Letter of Ignatius to the Smyrnaeans, c110 Church of
God, which stayed in Smyrna, to the Church sojourning in Philomelium, and to all congregations of the Holy and Catholic Church in all places: Mercy, peace and love from God the Father, and our Lord Jesus Christ, must be multicomplicated.-Letter from the Church of Smyrna to the Church at Philomelion in Frygia Martyrdom of Polycarp Opening Greetings, c160 And John also,
yes, in the Apocalypse, although he writes only to seven churches, but addresses all. He wrote, besides these, one for Filemon, and one for Titus, and two for Timothy, in simple personal affection and love indeed; yet these are devoted to the esteem of the Catholic Church and to the regulation of ecclesiastical discipline. There is also in circulation one to the Laodieas, and
another to the Alexandrians, forged under the name Paul, and directed at the corrosion of Marcion; and there are also several others that cannot be received in the Catholic Church, for it is not suitable for bile to be mixed with honey.-Muratorian Fragment, Ch.3 c170 We also receive John apocalypse and Peters, although some of us will not have this latter read in the Church.
Incidentally, the reverend recently wrote Hermas during our time in the city of Rome, while his brother Bishop Plus sat in the chair of the Church of Rome.– Muratorian Fragment, Ch. 4 c170 And if you ever reside in cities, ask not only where the House of the Lord is (for the other sects of the profane also try to call their own density houses the lord) , or simply where the church is,
but where is the Catholic Church. For this is the peculiar name of this Holy Church, the mother of all of us, who is the spouse of our Lord Jesus Christ, the only begotten Son of God (for it is written, as Christ also loved the Church and gave himself unto it [Ephesians 5:25], and all the others) and is a figure and copy of Jerusalem, which is above, which is free, and mother of all of us
[Galatians 4:26]; which used to be barren, but now has many children.-Cyril of Jerusalem, Catechic Lecture, 18 Ch. 26 c360 The Catholic Church has existed since the first century. It was the real name of the Christian church that existed. According to early church historians, it was the church to which the apostles themselves belonged. There is general agreement among
historians that this Catholic Church was the original Christian church. Outside of Protestantism, historians are in almost universal agreement that the original Christian Church was the Catholic Church with some notable exceptions. [63] Not one piece of historical writing present to the period, which is known to exist, can be presented as evidence to the contrary. All writings in this
direction have their origins in the 1500s or later. Knowing this fact, Denlinger argues that the Catholic Church burned all the evidence, which is often an excuse for any charlatan that can't offer any evidence - the dog ate it, no one has held their breath. Roman empire to have Ceasars and Augusti after Constantine and continued in the east as the Byzantine Empire until 1453. The
Roman Empire never transferred the secular rulership to the Pope. The popes (correctly the bishop of Rome) have existed according to ecclesiastical historians all the way back to the 1st century. The title Pontifex Maximus was never transferred to the Pope and continued to be used by Augusti at least until 382, after which it appears to have fallen into service until it was picked
up by the Pope later in the 15th century. Double Catholic Trinity [edit] Denlinger preaches about what he claims to be the double Catholic Trinity and how it is symbolized by the Star of David. Perhaps Denlinger might be better off reading the books on his shelf instead of these simply serving as a backdrop. Denlinger claims that Catholic worship two trinities - one on earth and
another in heaven. Denlinger argues that the Catholic Earthly Trinity is Mary (Isis), Joseph (Horus) and Jesus (Seth). [10] He claims that this is IHS (a christogram) found on the Jesuit peak. IHS in fact is an abbreviation of the first letters of IHΣΟΥΣ (Jesus in Greek). [64] Denlinger argues that the Star of David is a representation of the double Catholic trinity symbolized by the two
interconnected triangles that point down and the other up. It is his contention that the heavenly trinity of Catholicism is in fact the satanic trinity of the father (prophet), son (beast) and spirit (Satan). He claims that these truths were revealed to him by the Holy Ghost in his reading of scripture. According to Denlinger, the Vatican, which now controls the city of Jerusalem, will install
the Satanic Trinity in the city. He also argues that Catholics believe that each of the individuals of the Trinity has a body. soul and spirit, so according to Denlinger Catholics have nine gods. [65] [66] He brands Benny Hinn, a charismatic Pentecostal Protestant, a known charlatan and fraud, much along the same lines as Denlinger, a Catholic making his case that Catholics believe
in nine gods. If body, soul and spirit are each a qualifier for a god, according to Denlinger's theology, his own deity consists of three gods. While Denlinger argues that Roman Catholicism is the Babylonian Mystery Religion, one has to wonder why Isis, Horus and Seth were Egyptian gods. Couldn't Denlinger shop around for bona fide Babylonian Gods to help make the narrative
make more sense? But this simply goes to show that spirit guiding Denlinger suffers from the same symptoms of inertiality, imbecility and benightedness as Denlinger. It would be easy to confuse the spirit that informs Denlinger to be just his alter ego. The reality is that Denlinger has no idea what Catholic or Christian thinks of the Trinity of this most basic and fundamental faith
shared among Christians. Catholics do not believe in a double trinity nor do not believe that every person in have a body, soul and spirit - a faith shared in common with all Christians. No where does such teaching appear in Catholic theology except in the imagination of Denlinger, who competes with the likes of Alberto Rivera, Jack Chick and Alexander Hislop to concoct the most
outrageous tale possible about Catholicism in an attempt to spread the backlash. But in the United States, where conspiracies are a home industry and where large sections of the population are uneducated enough to not know any better, charlatans and demagogues who want to help a lot of money from fool to feather their own nests abounds aplenty. There are no true Bible
Believers [edit] According to Denlingers, Anglicans, Baptists, Calvinists, Lutherans, and Presbyterians are all truly Roman Catholics as they accept Roman Catholic theology and buy into the Roman Catholic Trinity. In another sermon, he claimed what might appear to be a contradictory claim that the Protestant faiths have been infiltrated and taken over by the Vatican. The Amish
and Pentecostal movement are Satanists. He believes that the KJV bible faith movement is the one's last refuge for true Bible believers. [67] In view of Denlinger's claims, the other KJV onlyist denounce nutters such as Stephen Anderson, Sam Gipp, Kent Hovind and others as Jesuit philtors. Apart from the lingering, one has to wonder if there are any true Bible believers left.
When it comes to defending KJV, suddenly the Anglicans and Puritans are suddenly not Catholic. [66] By appointing everyone else a Catholic or Jesuit he is able to marginalize his opponents. Given his core audience are those pre-predisposed to the anti-Catholic parochialism and unable to think independently or critically, his smear of his critics greatly affects his audience. This
in turn fuels their parochialism even more. Much of the commentary from the loyal sheep's sheep circles co-opt language, speech patterns and fraseology of Denlinger much in the same way that the Canadian and American Randroids who formed the randian municipality began adopting Ayn's idiosyncratic Russian accent and speech patterns as their very own. This sycophantic
behavior exhibited by his followers is yet another testament to the cultist nature of Denlingerism. Catholics murdered saints [edit] Denlinger argues that the Roman Catholic Church is merely a continuation of the Roman Empire, which murdered and persecuted the Saints. Denlinger teaches that the Vatican has murdered and persecuted true Bible faith of Christians through the
ages and has fought an ongoing war against true Bible believers. Given that Anglicans, Baptists, Calvinists, Lutherans and Presbyterians are not Christians, but according to Denlinger are Roman Catholics, one is left scratching their heads wondering who were these Bible believers who were murdered and persecuted by Catholics. Denlinger uses as evidence theFaux's Foxe's
Book of Martyrs - which is avoided by academics and academics like nonsense, but these martyrs from the Reformation age belong to one of the Roman Catholic denominations. So it may seem hypocritical to many that for the purposes of Catholic bashing Denlinger includes those among Bible believers, but dismisses them as Catholics when it suits his fancy. Denlinger plays the
Mohammedan game. Ask a Muhamedaner how many Muhamedans are around, and usually it's 1.6 billion (the actual number in March 2017 was 1.35 billion). Ask them if Ahmadi, Sufi, Shia, Wahhabi, Salafi are Muhamedans and they will tell you no. Count them in increasing the numbers and rejecting them in fits the cult. But we must rightly conclude that Bryan knows best.
Criticism [edit] Perhaps if Denlinger received a better education, and stayed at school and read books that did not confirm his bias, he would have noticed that the writing he touts so loudly was the product of the of Babylon and Papality and a book containing the canon of the city of Rome. The New Testament canon was put together by Catholic bishops meeting in several councils
between 382 to 397 and then ratified by none other than anti-Christ himself, the Pope. Before 362, no one had given the correct list of the scripture canon. In 362 Athanasius of Alexandria, the father of Catholic Orthodoxy no less, issued his list, which was the first to list the books that would eventually be canonized by Babylon, which happened to match the canon already in use in
Rome. If Denlingers' claims are to be given credence, he must conclude that the Bible is the work of the antichrist, there are no other options. But no one has claimed that logic is Denlinger's strong suit, given his emotional breakdown when faced with criticism. Batholics [edit] Because of bitter experiences in the past, much in part because of Denlinger's own pestiferous character,
Denlinger harbors a deep seated grudge against Baptists. Denlinger managed to get himself removed from Baptist churches and experienced the shunting of members of the churches. [33] Many of his sermons, studies, and FAQ are pitted with references to Baptists like Batholics, a pejorative he uses to smear Baptists for being despised by Baptists in the past to make an
association in the minds of his cultists with Catholics. Denlinger does not consider Baptist priests as priests, but as tenants who would leave the flock in a crisis, not as a real shepherd. [33] Baptists are a social club like the Freemasons. He argues that he cannot understand why Baptists need churches, as these churches are not in scripture. [33] He argues that churches are a
recent development among Baptists, as they have only been about 200 years. Perhaps, Denlinger never learned from Baptist history, even after attending these churches for years – John Smyth established the First Physical Baptist Church in London in 1611 after leading a congregation since 1608 in Amsterdam. Denlinger argues that Baptist churches are with loudly vile women,
there are backbiters narrative wearers, whisperers who speak over their husbands. These women, he claims, have the spirit of Jezebel. [33] Denlinger faults Baptists for allowing women to work outside the home. [33] He is considering not allowing women who do not have children to teach Sunday school biblical. [33] He takes issue with Baptist churches to allow women who
attend churches to wear form fitting clothes, have short hair, wear their hair up instead of down and wear cosmetics instead of preaching against this practice. [33] It is no wonder that Denlinger was removed from the churches and avoided by church members. Denlinger, who had no children at the time used to teach Sunday school at one of the Baptist church he attended, but he
found their requirement to submit a criminal background rather strange. Denlinger will frequent dox individuals he has animosity toward, which he calls naming names. These include ordinary laypeople and their children giving their names and the small towns they live and baptist churches these individuals attend [33] He counted Baptist churches to shelter thieves – the individuals
who he claims have borrowed books from him and not returned these back. Doubling down on the pettiness of his penurious nature he gave his audience the names of the people who have not returned his books, the cities where they live and the church in which they attend. [33] Queen Jemima's only inspired gay Bible [edit] See the main article on this subject: King James Kun
KJV, as it should have been. A gay king's greatest gift to the KJV Onlyist movement. The ungrateful bastards wanted to thank him for murdering his son Charles instead. Denlinger has indicated in his video studies that he was influenced by Gail Riplinger and Peter Ruckman. After being saved, Denlinger marketed his studies through Riplinger's internet webstore. [68] Riplinger
gave Denlinger moral support and mentorship in the past. [68] Denlinger believes that the Bible is the only source of all truth pertaining to Christanity, at least. If it's not in the Bible, it's not true. But as with any Bible pounding crackpot, he only sticks others to this rule, not himself. Denlinger has been an advocate of KJV onlyism, an anti-academic cultist movement that only accepts
King James's English translation of the Bible rejecting all other translations and even Greek and Hebrew manuscripts. Denlinger went so far as to beat and punch the Greek Nestle Aland Greek text to show his disdain for it. He rejects the Greek and Hebrew texts, claiming that these are fabricated by jesuits and other unsaved people. To support his faith, Denlinger rhetorically
questions how Bible-believing Christians were saved, if not for the King James Version of the Bible. He concludes that since bible believers are saved it can only be attributed to the existence of the King James bible. [9] Denlinger does not accept translations of KJV as authentic as these teams to the English KJV, which is the standard by which all Bibles must be measured.
Denlinger does not believe that those who reject King James Onlyism are saved. [69] The King James Version is a requirement for the person to be saved. God does not require to have a perfect Bible in all languages because he did not do so with the Old Testament Hebrew or the New Testament Greek.- FAQ: Answering an agnostic question Denlinger, claiming that all Bibles
that are not King James are New Age perversions invented by Jesuits and/or Catholics. Those who add to or remove from KJV are liars. Moreover, he found 102 spelling updates of KJV corruption and not the authentic to the word of God. But he does not consider the change from 29 letter typology (as in the original KJV) to 26 letter typology (of current KJV bibles) to be a
corruption at all. He considers only the Cambridge KJV text fully authentic. [9] All New Age perversion are papist Bibles, manipulated to keep Christians from being saved. On a regular basis, he is given to rants against James White, whom he assures his audience agreed with the Jesuits. [70] Just read you the King James Bible. Let me tell you God will show you things in English
that you will not find over here (pointing to the Greek prepared texts).- FAQ: FAQ 86 Which Greek text should I recommend A computer algorithm designed to check the accuracy of bibles found that KJV was the worst mainstream translation of the Bible, finishing in last place. [23] KJV is 12% longer than even the wordy NIV because of the additions made over time due to the
inclusion of blank notes that were not part of the oldest manuscripts. Moreover, Denlinger ignores the fact that KJV was translated from the worst prepared text Textus Receptus by Erasmus, a Catholic cleric. Since Denlinger considers Anglicans to be Catholic (like all mainstream Protestant churches, according to him), and Anglicans translated KJV, it also would be a Catholic
Bible, that is, if one applied Denlinger's invented, meaningless claptrap rules to its own claim. None of those who translated KJV were saved either if the Denlinger criterion applied to KJV. But as with any cult, the thoughtless cult followers can't see past their cult leaders. You get some of these people uh you know in there like the unitaries and things you know Thayer Thayer
thayer's Greek Lexicon you got was a Unitarian the guy wasn't even saved. Not even a rescued man, and he will tell you what Greek words mean, that you know how it relates to the King James Bible. yes, like you can really trust him. A lot of the people who work on the Greek you know as the text committee and things they are not even saved.- FAQ: FAQ 86 What Greek text
should I recommend in the sermon titled God's Grace he rejects the new Bible versions because the translators do not go with God, claims previously his KJV Anglicans and Calvinists. [71] Unfortunately, applying his criteria to these persons who translated does not go with God either because he considers Anglicans and Calvinists the same as Catholics. Ultimately Denlinger's
facial claims are contradictory. He does not apply his criteria to KJV because it would invalidate KJV translation. I will judge people in the spiritual kingdom too. If anyone hates the King James Bible, I say, the Holy Spirit is not there.- Sermon: The 6 most common attacks on Bryan Denlinger Most non-Christian Protestant and non-Protestant firefighters and cults like the Mormons,
Jehovah's Witnesses, black Hebrew movement and the Bible Student movement used the King James translation of the Bible at least at the beginning. Being the worst translation of the Bible available, KJV has given rise to almost all non-treey sects and cults due to both the archaic and ambiguous lexicon. As can be expected, Bible groups that used KJV began to splinter out
from mainstream Protestantism especially in the English-speaking world. Like many KJV cultists Denlinger makes the mistake of linking the King James Bible with antiochic manuscripts[72], which is not a manuscript category but one that is invented to justify the imagined KJV claims. [73] KJV is translated from Textus Receptus, which is based on six Byzantine manuscripts, none
dating until the 1300s. He falsely claims that the Alexandrian manuscripts were from Alexandria. This is an academic classification of manuscripts that use the inconvenient manuscript, which was used in the earliest manuscripts and has taken the name from codex Alexandrius (manuscript A), which is of Greek origin, not Egyptian. But given the anti-academic and anti-scientific
nature of the cult, and given that Denlinger has no relevant education to talk about, it is not surprising that he commits this blunder from sheer ignorance of the subject. In practice, Denlinger's deity inspired some people in the first century to write some books. But this deity was ineffective in inspiring the authors of the original autographs in the New Testament books. If Denlinger's
claims about the King James translation are taken seriously, we can only conclude that Denlinger's deity was an incompetent half-wit and had wait 1600 years for some Englishmen to arrive on stage and improve the word of God without further input or inspiration from this rather inept deity. Denlinger makes his deity a fool so he can hold on to his KJV bible. Perhaps, Denlinger's
true deity is KJV, as his god is thrown under the bus in defense of the KJV bible. Dunglinger Denlinger tries to demonstrate the existence of an absolute east and west on the earth's surface. An exercise in bullfights. In a video FAQ Denlinger attempts to explain how the four corners of the earth found in the Bible could come be and he takes the time to show off his great sagacity
at He explains that there is a point on the earth that can be reached, that all movements are so south (which is true), and also there is a point south that can be reached where all movement there is on the north (again, true). [74] When you reach the North Pole, all directions are heading south, also when you reach the South Pole, all directions stand are omni-directionally north. He
then tries to assert, in true bonehead mode, which is true to itself, that there is a point east that can be reached where every further movement is west, and a point west, as every additional movement is east [74], which is demonstrably false as a person could keep going east or west and never reach a point. that would cause him or her to travel west or east respectively. There is
no eastern or display point on earth, although there is a northernmost and southernmost point on earth. Ever dingbat, Denlinger imagines as Christopher Robin in Winnie-the-Pooh that there is an East Pole and a West Pole, but people don't like to talk about them. But Denlinger, the master of science and reason, knows best. In a hypocritical twist, Denlinger accuses those who
idolize the original autographs (which in fact are none) of committing idolatry by having too much reverence for the original writings. [75] He accuses those who do of being Catholic idolatry. [75] He warns Christian not to be fooled into the idolatrous practice of worshiping the original autographs as Catholics. [75] Ironically, he accuses Catholics elsewhere of not having reverence
for the Bible, while practically worshiping KJV as god's literal word himself. He indicates that God himself did not care that Moses had no respect for the commandments that God had inscribed when He crushed, than by throwing them to the earth. But always want to prove that he is a blithering hypocrite, accusing Jim Jones of Jonestown Massacre fame, of possessing an evil
spirit in him for having thrown KJV down. [17] Double inspired or new inspiration? [edit] King James's Version of the Bible is according to Denlinger translated by God's holy spirit and is a book given by the Holy Spirit. [76] However, he claims that he does not learn that the King James Version of the Bible is not a product of dual inspiration[76] and then goes on to explain what he
means by not being doubly inspired, which is quite confusing, since his explanation can be described as a product of dual inspiration or a new inspiration. He explains that the 47 people and the previous 54 people who worked on KJV translation between 1604 and 1611 know what to write down. [76] Therefore, KJV is the book of God and other translations are not. [76] Being a
Ruckmanite, his view meets the definition of KJV is a new imprint of the Bible by complete spirit. Most KJV onlyists reject this view as it is way to crazy even for them. In view of the fact that Claiming that there are readings in KJV that are not in the Greek texts[77], one can only conclude that KJV is Bible 2.0 updated and fully revised by the spirit of the new age. Denlinger is an
unsystematic thinker (a truly certified scatterbrain) who is often given to seemingly contradictory claims leaving one unable to nail down what exactly one can say for sure what Denlinger's view is accurate. Practical de facto authority [edit] Denlinger argues that the King James Bible is the ultimate authority - the doctrine of sola KJV. [16] But the reality and practical sense is that he
follows his own opinion of what he reads into KJV. This becomes his Bible truth, which is what can be expected, whether it is a cult, or sect or denomination. Ultimately, it is Denlinger's statement that is the final authority as to what the Bible is called. He claims that it is Jesus and the spirit speaks to him, but he has yet to provide objectively verifiable evidence of his claims. The
more rational explanation is that he chats up himself and mistakes his alter ego for someone else. Given that the spirit that Denlinger claims he possesses has given other such plaintiffs different opinions, all of which they attribute to the spirit and KJV, one has to wonder what spirit of confusion animates the self-proclaimed Bible pounding windbags such as Denlinger. Don't they
notice the irony of their spirit of confusion? Practical, whatever spirit Denlinger speaks to suffers from lack of education, schizophrenia, multiple personality disorder, faint memory, dementia and bipolar disorder. His god, in effect, has become his alter ego, a relationship similar to the allah of Muhamedanism and the Prophet Muhammad. Rex fuit Elizabeth: nunc est regina
Jacobus[edit] Denlinger, like many Bible pounding crank sets have the usual hardon for gays. But there is hope as he believes in KJV, which is the only god-inspired Bible given by a known bisexual king whose pederasty and gay escapades were well documented. [78] [79] Some of the evidence for these escapades was provided by none other than Denlinger's anti-Catholic hero,
Oliver Cromwells, Govenor of the County of Kent, Sir Anthony Weldon. Given that Denlinger's god gave Denlinger's Bible to a known pederast, perhaps Denlinger would one day be included in NAMBLA's hall ofshame fame. As usual, if one uses Denlinger's usual logic to make connections, one must conclude that Denlinger himself is a pederast. But since Denlinger asserts
immunity to his own logic, one would be wrong to come to that conclusion. Erasmus' Error [edit] Denlinger questions why if Erasmus was a Catholic, why the Catholic Church did not use its Textus Recptus to translate any Catholic Bible. [80] The simple reason is that it was a flawed prepared text and Catholics knew it. The Vatican Library already housed manuscripts that were
1,100 years old underlying manuscripts used to compile Textus Receptus and knew of the errors in Textus Receptus that had been collected from six[81] incomplete Byzantine manuscripts. The pope also had much better Greek and Hebrew translators who were native speakers of both languages, which not even a translator of KJV could claim to be. The result is that when the
Catholic Douay Rheims Bible was evaluated by a computer algorithm designed by Protestants themselves and was decided to be the most accurate English plural text bible[23], although Douay Rheims is a translation of a translation that happens to be based on a text 1,000 years older than the underlying manuscripts of Textus Receptus. Parallel to Erasmus, the great inquisitor
Cardinal Francisco Jiménez de Cisneros (a native Hebrew speaker - he was Jewish) created the leading polyglot of the day, the Complutensian Polyglot Bible[23], which was based on the critical texts of the Vatican instead of the late-era plural text Bibles, which accumulated errors over time. It is in this tradition that the current benchmark Nestle Aland Novum Testamentum
Graece follows. [23] Nestle Aland relies heavily on Vatican manuscripts and codices because it was the Vatican that preserved copies of the oldest Bibles in both Greek and Latin. Unfortunately, the Protestants, because of the religious and political mechanizations were stuck with a total manuscript no Catholic translator wanted, and when the Protestant finally got their hands on
an ancient Bible, they had to do so by looting a Catholic monastery in Lyon. From the forehead and into the fire [edit] Bryan Denlinger, who is as bright as a burnt-out 10W bulb when faced with criticism of Erasmus being a Catholic, ran instead to Theodore Beza's editions as being a source of KJV translation. [82] In possession of intelligence similar to a bag of hammers, Denlinger
jumped from his forehead into the fire in an attempt to escape criticism. As the primary manuscript, Theodore Beza used codex Bazae[83], a New Testament manuscript he had plundered from a monastery in Lyon France during the Wars of religion. The Codex Bezae was a polyglot prepared by the Catholic Church, which uses for the Greek text, which academics consider
Alexandrian script while being assembled a Western manuscript for its inclusion of a Latin translation. Now, according to Denlinger, the Alexandrian manuscripts that he most slander, without his knowledge or intent make it to KJV. Tsk tsk tsk. Witches stole all symbols[edit] Title page of the first edition 1611 KJV The Temple of the Rose CrossTitle page from the 1611 King James
Bible. Denlinger fails to recognize the symbols he rails against in the King James Bible of 1611 - Agnus Dei, Dove, Sun, Moon. Does Denlinger agree? Masons use KJV exclusively. The 1611 KJV, a Masonic Bible shows the parallel symbolism of Rosicrucianism Agnus Dei - The Lamb God. An ancient Christian symbol from John 1:29 Denlinger has an ability to find occult
symbolism and hidden meaning when a simpler and more rational explanation is found. Much of the material that he has produced, which he calls Bible studies, engage in apophenia and pareidolia to vent against those whom he sees as enemies of bible believers. He holds on to the belief that those who flash the symbol of peace communicate their membership of the Zionist-
Jesuit conspiracy to other conspirators. [10] Any gesture, symbol, jewelry or accessory has a meaning associated with any of the NWO organization. Triangles, squares, pentagrams, hexagrams, heptagrams and octograms all have some relation to one of these nefarious organizations. The star of David, the stars of the American flag are all occult symbols. Denlinger argues that
all trinitarian diagrams and symbolism are of occult and satanic origin. Is there safe form left? Each shape, symbol, diagram, image, or gesture can be interpreted as occult in Denlinger's religion. According to Denlinger the Pope went to Egypt and from there took a pagan phallic symbol, which is the obelisk, which he raised in St. Peter's Square, and he questioned why it could not
have been done in Rome. [84] It is well documented that the Vatican Obelisk was brought from Egypt by Augustus Caesar and was erected at the Circus of Nero (a.k.a. the Circus of Caligula). [85] The old St. Peter's Basilica was built on the site that was Nero's Circus[86], where the Apostles Peter and many Christians met their martyrdom. When St. Peter's Basilica was rebuilt,
on the old basilica, the Chigi family donated the obelisk so that it could be erected in its original location in memory of the Christian martyrs. Again, it seems that the spirit possessed by Denlinger is a deceitful spirit of some sort. In a sermon smearing the charismatic church across the street, Denlinger explored the symbolism behind Angus Dei (Lamb of God). [55] Denlinger claims
to be an expert in the occult and its symbols, and as is usual, Denlingers continued to show that they were nothing more than two dunces doing research. According to the two charlatans the Agnus Dei symbol is of a Catholic military order and the sun burst (halo) symbolizes Nimbus[55] (a non-existent deity in a non-existent panteon - something an idiot made up, which all the
other ignoramuses pick up). Given the ignorance of the two imbeciles, it is the halo itself, which is nimbus, which is a cloud symbolizing the sanctity of the person. Denlinger questions why charismatic, Lutherans and Baptists use an obvious Roman Catholic symbol and questions about why they make for themselves a symbol of the deity, since this would not be biblical. [55] He
implores charismatic, Lutherans and Baptists to go become Catholics because, according to him, that's what they are, using Catholic pagan symbols. [55] Maybe Denlinger can to check out the first few editions of the King James Bible, which has the Agnus Dei symbol on the title page nimbus and all. Does this mean that KJV is unbiblical for making the symbol of the deity? Always
hypocrites, Denlinger never accuses the King James Bible of trying to Roman Catholic. Surprisingly, Denlinger was not aware that the symbol of Agnus Dei is from the Bible. John saw Jesus come to him, and he says: Behold the lamb of God, see him removing the sins of the world.— John 1:29 Considering that Denlinger uses a MacBook that uses half the bitten apple, one has to
wonder if he himself is a Satanist, since the apple can easily be interpreted as a satanic or occult symbol? If one follows Denlinger's logic one would determine that he tinkers with witchcraft himself. But as one might assume with any cult leader, the rules he exposes others to are not applied to themselves. A rational person would quickly decide that he is a hypocrite and a Pharisee,
something he accuses others of. Denlinger demonstrating Hindu mudras (Hindu yogic secret characters) Bryan Denlinger gives shikhara, a Hindu mudra symbolizing the Hindu deity Shiva's lingam (penis) - a little slack. Does that mean Denlinger worships Shiva's penis? Applying Denlinger logic, yes he does. Bryan Denlinger shows shikhara mudra again, but this time with greater
gusto and fully upright after being turned on by Shiva's lingam or baby angels' peepees. Bryan Denlinger shows chandrakala, a mudra symbolizing the crescent of Hindu deity Shiva's head. Is this further proof that Denlinger is a devotee of Hindu deity Shiva? Bryan Denlinger demonstrating trishula mudra representing Hindu trimurti of Brahma, Vishnu and Shiva. Is this the last proof
that Denlinger is a Hindu? I'm just asking questions. Disclaimer: Denlinger has argued that video recordings of hand signs should not be used as evidence of membership in the occult organization, and that only photographs like those he uses should count. [87] Only Denlinger knows the rules of proof, so he must be correct. You shouldn't have church buildings in front of me [edit]
Denlinger claiming that the Bible (there is only one - KJV) does not support the church as buildings of public worship. [88] According to the gospel of Denlinger churches is a pagan invention. He claims that churches were used for worship of goddesses. Denlinger teaches that the Bible only uses the word 'church' to mean only the body of Bible believers. He warns bible faithful
Christians against the adoption of buildings as churches, as it is a Catholic practice with phallic towers and Parthenon temple structures. The towers of churches, according to Denlinger are a phallic symbols representing the mother of Earth and father heaven. He argues that nowhere in the KJV bible does it claim that Christians should attend church or build church buildings. [88]
[89] As might be expected, this rule does not apply to Denlinger, as have preached in Baptist churches until the usual bitter disagreement ensued between him and members of the churches. Denlinger argues that church building is purpose build for Satan and for worship of the image of the animal. [90] The church buildings, which are pagan temples, become places of worship of
the antichrist. [90] Baptist churches, according to Denlinger are modeled after the Greek pagan amphitheater with the circular seating. [90] Perhaps, Denlinger, who claims to be a patron of the sciences and art to indy with his better, should perhaps have taken a few courses in science, art and architecture, since there are a myriad of scientific and architectural reasons for such a
design, which was known to the Greeks. However, is the Bible pounding village idiot, he may be excused for not being consecrated worth education or knowledge, which may have given him an understanding on the subject. Denlinger's claims are in moderation with historical accounts and archaeological history and historical accounts. Ancient church buildings have been
excavated in Syria, Jordan, Turkey, Lebanon and Israel, which predates the diocletic persecution. According to contemporary historians of the era, such as Eusebius and Lactantius all churches and ecclesiastical property were destroyed or confiscated during the diocesan persecution, meaning that these had to exist in advance. While it is true that many early Christians
worshipped in house churches such as in the homes of Archippus, Phebe, or Epenetus, it is clear from the Bible that churches like building existed. The end of the world is near [edit] Denlinger is a hyper dispensational, pre-hustle rapturite. There are so many waivers in his claims that it's hard to keep track of. Even the Gospels are of a prior passing dispensation, while only Paul's
writing is considered for the age of the Church, which he calls the present age. [72] He considers the New Testament to be what was written by the church after Jesus' death, as they do not accept that the Gospels were written for people in the age of the church. According to Denlinger congestion is not a biblical word. According to him, the correct biblical word is Time of Jacob's
Trouble. Denlinger is rapture ready and knows he wouldn't be here [on earth] when it [Time of Jacob's Trouble] happens. According to him, rapture is imminent. When the rapture happens the Saints are taken up in heaven so they can have a feast and rejoice watching the Roman Catholic Church be destroyed for its persecution of the Saints, and they will then descend from
heaven with Jesus to rule the earth in the Millennium. [72] Although Denlinger has not set a specific date for the rapture Time of Jacob's Trouble and condemns the rapture Time of Jacob's Trouble date sets as false prophets, he has repeatedly claimed that the rapture time of Jacob's Trouble is imminent to give itself Room. The doctrine of the rapture period of Jacob's Trouble was
first taught as a doctine in 1830 by John Nelson Darby, a member of the Plymouth Brothers who went on to establish his own cult. When this fact that no one believed in raping the Time of Jacob's Trouble before 1830 is pointed out to Denlinger he simply claims that all those who believed in the rapture time of Jacob's Trouble were burned at games and writings were destroyed by
the Roman system. It's pretty convenient excuse to argue that wherever a chain of faith doesn't exist, that all previous evidence was destroyed. One has to wonder whether Denlinger would accept the same claim from evolutionary biologists who can predict where the missing links exist in human evolution. Denlinger's claim is similar to him holding a link and claiming that an
imaginary chain exists, while the evolutionary biologist keeps the great chain of being (scala naturae) and lacks a few links. This is an archetypal example of where one believes without evidence, but decreases those who have evidence of their faith. The rapture Time of Jacob's Trouble is a doctrine, and anyone who does not believe is not saved. Only those individuals who
believe in rapture time Jacob's Trouble have been saved. [91] Which would mean that no one before 1830 was not saved, except perhaps for Francisco Ribera and Manuel Lacunza the two Jesuits who dreamed up this nonsense. [92] In a sense, until these two Jesuits, no one was truly hidden in the history of Christanity, because until then no one knew of this doctrine or believed
in the rapture time of Jacob's Trouble. If you are premillennial King James bible believe, you will not have friends who are amillennial, or postmillennial, because they will not want to be around you. Be very careful about who you listen to.— Sermon: Hovind's and Anderson's Jesuit teachings for Dummies[edit] Denlinger has not found a need for formal education in his life, whether
in the liberal arts or in religious theology. He is even reluctant to graduate from high school education. Denlinger would rather work on a job to make money than sit at a desk in school reading a book. [12] For him to work and be productive instead of receiving a higher education is a bit of a Christian ideal. [93] Much of this distrust of higher education in the formal education
environment and instead putting a premium on manual labour can easily be attributed to his anabaptist and mennonites legacy. For Denlingers, all systems of formal education are based on the Jesuit method and connected to the Jesuit system. [93] [94] The Jesuits were the school masters of Europe and influenced the creation of the modern education system, which exists most
of Europe, Russia and most of the rest of the world. Pedagogy is one of mind control of students creating a dumbed down enslaved population. It doesn't matter if a student attended public or private schools, the Jesuits and now control the system itself through their wide-ranging tentacles. [95] This association of the modern education system with the Jesuits and Catholicism is
used by denlingers to poison the well of knowledge for all their followers. In this way, they cultivate a climate of mistrust and even a decidedly antagonistic hostility towards educational and educational institutions. Denlingers argues that mathematics and sciences are of occult origin and mechanizations of, as usual, Jesuits, which is a foregone conclusion. [93] Mathematicians and
researchers such as Euler, Descartes and Newton were dabblers in the occult. [93] Calculus is evil because Newton was rosicrucian. [93] Thus, the guilt of association mathematics and sciences is occult. According to him, studies of medicine, science and philosophy will lead to ruin. He argues that individuals who go to university are forever learning and never get to the truth. [93]
Universities teach their students to worship God hate reproach as Charles Darwin. [93] Denlinger advises those who are at the university to do what they can do to get out. [93] Denlinger, like any cult leader, demands that individuals are dummies to keep them in his cult. Critical thinking, education and knowledge are the antithesis of Denlingerism. He suffers from an acute case of
inferiority complex. One lady asked prayers for her daughters, who were at Harvard and Yale, who put Denlinger in a tizzy, accusing her of putting on airs. Denlinger, requiring a dumbed down audience, and should they get an education and learned to think critically they would high tail it out of his cult. Keeping his followers stupid is the only way he can keep a loyal following that
can fill his boxes. Katherine Denlinger claims she was forced while in public school to learn keyboarding skills, which she did poorly at, while she preferred italics instead. [96] Sending a child to public or private schools makes no difference, as all education systems are controlled by jesuits. She claims that parents who do not educate their child at home with teaching them
handwriting skills are committing a sin. [96] Children, do not forget to wear your tinfoil hats [edit] According to Denlingers, God hates individuals who put themselves in authority over others. For Denlingers, this is what is a Nicolaitan is. [97] Denlinger argues that according to KJV a Nicolaitan is a person who practices mind control over other persons. Again, according to Denlingers,
Diotrephes was such a Nicolaitan who loved to exercise power over his church and claimed the church for himself. [97] And so, denlingers create their own narrative from some harmless, interrupted verses from the Bible, which to support Denlinger's own need for revenge against the churches that kept showing them the door, Denlinger argues that all have been subject to mind
control. Every earthly relationship is about mind control. [97] Any relationship in which there is a there is mind control. This, the Denlingers are the way priests control put money, doctors control their patients and professors control their students. There's always mind control when a relationship is unequal. This system is used by the CIA, universities and Hollywood. Denlinger
suggests the person who practices mind control is a programmer and the subject of mind control is the victim. [97] All persons equal according to Denlingers. But the programmer is looking to control the victim. So the programmer will subject the victim to physical and verbal torture in order to gain control of the subject's mind. [97] Once control of the subject mind has been
established the programmer will use flattery to make the subject believe that the relationship is one of equality, but the victim is in fact under the mind control of the programmer. [97] Churches are filled with diotrephes as priests filled with pride and arrogance. [97] The churches have microwave emitters in the towers through which mind control can be claimed over the
congregations. [88] When the priest feels that someone in the congregation makes the priest feel uncomfortable, the priest will use mind control to put the congregation down. Didiotrephes as priests want to assert control over the church wanting congregations to help by cleaning or social events in the church. If you question the authority of the priest you are labeled a
troublemaker or a rebel. [97] According to Denlingers, saved sinners will try to uplift the lost sins. [97] According to Denlinger, this is what he claims he is doing. He oversees his flock, and he uses this oversight as a serving of his flock. [97] He expects his flock to come and give him respect for willing submission and humility. The younger saved sinners should be willing for those
who have more experience as a saved sinner. [97] Perhaps because many Protestants despise tradition and education, Denlinger does not know who a Nicolaitan is. It wasn't a person, it was a gnostic movement and a pretty well know one on it. If Denlinger kept reading a little longer he might have come to know exactly who a Nicolaitan is. Denlinger always hypocrisy requires
every member of his church to help denlinger church grow by getting the gospel out of the street preaching, going door to door, passing out scriptures, preparing information and mailing and distributing Denlinger's material. [6] Those who do not are expected to make a monetary gift to Denlinger. Sounds like Denlinger doesn't want other charlatans trying to think about controlling
individuals because they are seen as business competitors in the mind control business, fleecing some naive sucker out of his earnings and there are only so many to go around. Such a sniveling shyster. God only likes purebreds [edit] Denlinger is an advocate of government-enforced anti-miscegenation laws and favors anxious marriages. He equates them in interracial marriage
with perverts and describes the advocates of marriage between all people as liberals, communists and Satanists. According to the gospel of Denlinger interracial marriage is not of god, and it is a method that the antichrist (which according to him is the Pope) will bring into his kingdom. He teaches that people should be kept within the confines of their racial habitation. [98]
Denlinger continued to refuse to associate those involved in same-sex marriage with sodomites and perverts[99], demonstrating that either a deceitful spirit has possessed him (Father Satan?) or the spirit in him suffers from amnesia. Denlinger bills himself as an opponent of collusion between church and state and argues that the separation between church and state must be
maintained. But in the case of miscegenation Denlinger believes the state should be in the bedroom of the citizen enforcing his religious beliefs, as happened with the Lovings of Virginia. He congratulates the State of Israel for having such laws on its books. Outside a few boneheads from the far right nutters of Lahava and Rabbi Ben-Zion Gopstein who do not want Jewish Jews to
participate in interreligious marriage (they have no problems with interracial marriage if one chooses to convert) the state of Israel has no laws that prevent interracial or interreligious marriage. Denlinger regards interracial marriage and the integration of races as one of the most serious sins that has brought on the last times and brought on the wrath of God. In his sermon, Does
God love sinners? Denlinger claims that God hated Esau for his interracial marriages to two Hittite women, who he claims are descendants of Him and therefore black, and thus lose his birthright. [52] Perhaps Denlinger should have collected a book about hittit civilization, which ranged from what is now North Lebanon to Syria and Turkey. But that's what one might expect when an
uneducated, Bible pounding know-nothing buffoon preaches about the Bible using its own understanding. The Hittites were a people who lived just south of the Caucasian mountains, from which the word Caucasian is derived. Unfortunately, if Denlinger had actually read the Bible, he would have known that Esau was selling his birthright to Jacob for some food. Not only has
Denlinger not read anything of worthwhile, he hasn't even read his KJV Bible. He claims that God wanted Israel to slaughter Africans and Arabs because they are a vile degenerate people. [54] He has admonished, rebuked and chastises other Christian priests who use his usual roll call preaching style to marry outside their ethnically anxious group. As usual, it is Catholics, the
Vatican and the Jesuits who end up being arch antagonists as they do not follow what, according to Denlinger, is taught in his Bible - in fact his insanely contorted reading of the Bible, which he uses to validate his racism. He accuses the Vatican of forcing everyone to integrate and join. The Catholic Church promotes unity and of those races where there is no difference between
races, which God has preordained and shall be preserved in the Millennium. [26] Here denlinger screed picks up from Phelps, who drawn on historical attacks against Catholicism. In 1907 William Montgomery Brown, the Episcopal Bishop of Arkansas, known for his support of the government, supported the separation of churches in an attempt to stop miscegenation, launched an
attack on Catholics by claiming that Catholics (Negro and white traditionalists) were protesting against the plan because it opposed the doctrine of Catholicism: the Catholicism of the Church, The Paternity of God and the Brotherhood of Man. [100] The war in Syria was started. , according to Denlinger, to force the Arab population out of the borders of their habitation and into
Europe. The secular media is no better, movies are produced as trying to normalize interracial relationships, which are unnatural and unbearable. Denlinger questions what mixed children of interracial relationships can be. One would think that they could be human, but live in the imaginary world that Denlinger's mind creates, who know what the offspring of such wicked trysts may
end up being. As for persons of mixed heritage, Denlinger provides opportunities, does not get married stop breeding and causes more mongrelization of breeds, find someone of the same breed mixing or marry among your kinfolk. Guessing a little incest is better than marriage and having a mongrel as a child. As for already interracial married couples on whether they should
divorce[101], Denlinger says it is between them and God, but they live in sin. [101] Wacko, Protestantism as its very best. Jesuit diversity; they rewrite the English language. These Satanists who are from the Vatican and they will call diversity all come together and put your differences so we can all be mixed into one. It's not diversity. Diversity says I'm different from you, and I'll



remain separate from you: separation.- Sermon: What about interracial marriage? Part I If Denlinger demands that everyone move back to their habitats, perhaps the hypocrite would serve his cause better by moving back to the country with his own habitation. Being a Hun, one has to wonder, where could it be? Hunistan? Hunlund? Hunland, what's wrong? Perhaps Germany
could suffice until a more suitable dwelling could perhaps be found in the Caucasus or somewhere on the steppes. But with certainty, you could say that the residential country is certainly not in America. Lest anyone forget, the first rule of Denlingerism is that the rules do not apply to cult leader; so while it seems most appropriate to call Denlinger a hypocritical Pharisee, a viper or
a bleached grave, Denlinger considers himself immune to this rule. But since he is of a very sensitive personality, one must refrain from doing so, as he is likely to go post. Hitler would be so proud to have a purebred She in his In a sermon titled The Imminent Return of The Lord Jesus Christ, Denlinger mimics an East Indian accent in an attempt to mock an Indian minister. [35] The
undercurrent of racism is a continuing theme in many of Denlinger's sermons. Moreover, Jesus himself had many non-Jews in his genealogy. Denlinger, forgetting that his god's linage was tainted with non-Jewish women - Tamar (a Canaanite), Rahab (also a Canaanite) and Ruth (a Moabite). Denlinger's god did not meet his standards, and if Denlinger's anti-miscegenation was
enforced, there would be no Jesus or a precious KJV bible idol to worship and slap dunk around. There is also an account of Moses, who married Sephora, an Ethiopian. When Moses' brother and sister (Aaron and Miriam) spoke out against Moses because of his interracial marriage, God threw on leprosy at Miriam. [note 1] Denlinger argues that God could not punish Moses
because for his sin, because Aaron and Miriam would try to take away Moses' authority, while claiming that Moses' wife nagged him, which caused Moses to hit the rock twice, which made God angry – well, it's nowhere in the Old Testament, but this is denlinger's tale, which is concocted instead of minding his own racist agenda. Of course, there's the handout reading of the Bible.
Denlinger claims to read the Bible. It is this dispensational reading of that gave the Rapturists Rapture event. But Denlinger uses a confused reading and understanding of Ezra and Nehemiah to support his racism. But dispensationally reading the Bible and applying only a portion of the Bible that applies to church age does not apply when he needs to go look for passages that can
be distorted to make his case. When Denlinger demands something to support his racist views, it doesn't matter from which he scrapes something he can distort. Bryan Denlinger has flagged for racist content on Sermon Audio, a for pay member driven sermon sharing website. His claims that interracial couples who have children lead to childbirth complication. Denlinger cites a
University of Stanford study to back up his claims. The study was based on caesarean sections among Asian and Caucasian couples. According to the results caesarean section rates were found to be 26% for Asian couples, 33.2% for Asian-mother/white-father couples, 23% for white-mother/Asian-father couples and 28.7% for white couples. [102] Having batshit crazy Denlinger's
idiocy to its logical conclusion, white women should marry Asian men to avoid birth complications – but always the racist Denlinger forgot this remarkable mention. The study conclusion was due to Asian women's smaller stature and similar to pelvic opening lead to some birth complications in some cases due to the baby's weight. If averaged out, the value of 28.1% for interracial
couples is 0.6% less than white only couples. Denlinger as always trying to prove over and over again that he a racist racist and a dumbass unable to perform very simple mathematical calculations and understand what he is reading or just deliberately lying about the facts. Black persons, Hamites of another name [edit] Denlinger attributes the belief that black persons are
descendants of Him, whose son Cannan became of Noah, through no fault of his own. [26] The Curse of Ham was first conveyed by the Lutheran priest Johann Ludwig Hannemann in the 1600s and spread through Protestantism. [100] [103] Some Protestants hold on to this belief that the Curse of Ham will be colored black – which is many (but not most) faith in the King James
Onlyism movement. Denlinger argues that each of the races should look to the KJV Bible and follow what is indicated as the correct status of the races relative to each other. According to Denlingers, white persons are of Japheth, Jews are descendants of Shem and black persons are descendants of Him. [26] One remains wondering where the Asians came from. According to
Denlinger Jesus called black people dogs, which he refers to Matthew 15. [26] [note 2] Because the woman was willing to say I am a dog, bow wow ruff ruff that Jesus gave in her desire. [26] Her faith was manifested by her acceptance of her correct biblical racial position. [26] Which is what Denlinger expects black people to accept if they are saved. At the very least, we can
assume that should Denlinger be reincarnated due to bad karma as a dog, he could at least be able to speak Dogonese. The correct station in life according to Denlinger is that the following:[26] Shem: Blessed be the Lord god Shem Cannan: Be servants of servants to your brethren Japheth: God shall enlarge Japheth Thus the descendants of Him (Hamites - blacks) are
embracing their divinely determined role to be slaves to Japheth (white) and be proud of it. [26] Like his mentor Eric Jon Phelps, Denlinger insinuates that slavery is the predetermined, predetermined state of black persons and a good one. A saved black person will accept this biblical command. [26] Denlingers also believes that no black person (Hamite) will be allowed in the
House of the Lord in the Millennium. [26] One has to wonder if black person will not be in heaven, even if they are saved, as the ethnic distinctions will be preserved in the Millennium. Criticism [edit] The Denlingers argues that it is Catholics who are against the Bible because they are talking about unity. [26] As usual, if someone disagrees with their personal interpretation, they
would be labeled as a Catholic, which for them and their sycophants is an expression of mockery. Most Christians, be it Catholic or Protestant and Jews would disagree with their opinion. Jews and Catholics do not accept Denlingers' interpretation, each of which follows the oral law such as SheBaalPeh (Jews) or Sacred Tradition (Catholics), which are the only two religions that
had anything to do with the writing and canonization of the Bible - Jews (Old Testament) Catholics Catholics Testament, canonized the Old Testament). The reality is that both Jews and Catholics, because of a common tradition used to interpret scripture, postulate that these individuals are hittites (known as Canans in Tanakh, Old Testament). The Kanacaites were a Caucasian
tribe in which they lived and around the area of Syria and northern Palestine. Jews avoided Cananites because they were idolatrous and dealing with the Canaanites would violate the ritual purity of the takkanot causing them to perform a ritual washout before taking further part in Jewish religious life. This Jewish and Catholic understanding is further supported by the same
account in Mark 7 [note 3], in which the same woman is called a non-Jew of Syrian Phoenician citizenship, which geographically coincides with being a Hittite. The Jews believe when Mashiach comes he will usher Olam Haba, where Jew and non-Jew will be united in a family and a nation and will no longer sacrifice be one of expiatory offerings, but of thanksgiving. Catholics
following the same tradition, claim that the Messiah has already come (in person Jesus) and Jew and non-Jews are already united in a sermon and no longer do they offer an expiatory offer, but one of thanksgiving (that's what the word eucharist means). Denlinger, like his mentor Phelps, is slightly insignificant men, inferior to most individuals who can emerge from their invincible
ignorance and wretched stupidity. They try to force better men, using their Bible as a religious shield to submit to them as a slave, so once in their rotten lives they will feel a sense of authority and control over another human being – which elsewhere Denlinger claims is mind control. The Bible is used as a shield to deflect criticism because the Bible tells me so and I'm right after the
Bible, which is all followed by the provision I'm not racist. Mohammed was a Roman Catholic? [edit] Denlinger admits he learned about Islam from Alberto Rivera's comics and recommends these books to his followers. [54] Much of Denlinger's conspiracy theory on this subject draws from Alberto Rivera's cartoon entitled The Prophet. According to Denlinger (and also Alberto
Rivera) Islam was started by the Roman Catholic Church to destroy Judaism. According to the cartoon, the Roman Catholic Church wanted to conquer Jerusalem. This despite the historical fact that the Roman Empire was holding Jerusalem at the time. According to the tale Waraqah ibn Nawfal, who they claim was a Roman Catholic priest and Khadijah bint Khuwaylid, who they
claim to be a Roman Catholic nun recruited Mohammed to start a religion. [104] According to the Islamic ahadith, Khadijah was a pagan who held idols, including an idol of al-Ussa in her home. [105] All accounts show that she was a pagan among other pagan Arabs. Waraqah ibn Nawfal, who was Khadijah's cousin, was according to the ahadith a Nasara, indicating that he was
likely to was likely, likely, Gnostic Nazorean. The Pope would not have had a direct influence on this area, which was in the east. Moreover, Alberto Rivera's cartoon undermines KJV Onlyists' claims by claiming that true Christians existed in North Africa away from Rome. So this could only mean Egypt as the rest as Carthage was under the Western patriarch. By claiming that
Egypt vis-à-vis Alexandria was where true Christians lived, the Alexandrians were heretics claiming by Jack Chick and Denlinger's laid waste. Either one believes that KJV Onlyism is true or Roman Catholics created Islam are true, as these are conflicting narratives. But both can be untrue - as they are. Denlinger runs with Rivera's narrative and builds on the claims that the
Muslims got out of hand, and the Roman Catholic Church always wanted to destroy Islam. He argues that the Catholic Church is trying to woo Muslims with peace until the Roman Catholic Church can build up the anti-Christ army, which he claims is now under construction by the Vatican. The immigration crisis was started by the Roman Catholic Church to create strife between
Europeans and Muslims and is burning the fire. At some point the Vatican will destroy the cities of Mecca and Medina, which will cause the vile Arabs to attack in Europe and North America. The Islamic threat will cause Protestants and Catholics to unite in the Roman Catholic religion to fight Islam. According to Denlinger, this is the aim of the ecumenical movement. When the
timing of Jacob's Troubles begins, the crusade against Islam would already have been underway while the Vatican places its chess pieces. He recommends that Muslims return to their limits for their habitat so they don't become cannon food for Catholics. [54] Nutbar feuds [edit] Denlinger often resort to rebuke and chastising those who don't agree with his opinion. He is of the
opinion that God requires him to rebuke and chastise those whom He sees as heretics. Part of that effort, he has ongoing feuds with fellow nutbars like James White, Steven Andersnake Anderson, Kent Hovind and Sam Gipp. He argues that Anderson is a Jesuit temporal coadjutor [106] - a stupid composed title that is assigned to any conspiracy theory peddling crackpots
disagreeing with or wanting to malign. Denlinger complains in his sermons accusing that his opponents selectively chose his statements and taking these out of context while hypocritically doing the same to his opponents and their content. Another case where he wants others to abide by his dictums while ignoring these himself. Dellinger is a drama queen, has a penchant for
emote dramatically when railing at his opponents in a faux whiney voice. He distances himself from his opponents, who call him a hypocrite and who try to shed light on his hypocrisy. He claims he is unsure who is worse, those who are his critics who are out destroying his reputation and character or those who watch videos and ask something about it. [107] He calls insinuating, to
his teaching beads and those who watch the videos critical of him pigs who turn on him. [107] He argues that no one should refer to videos he has removed from his channel. [107] All this said in perfect mind controlling cult leader fashion. Denlinger suffers from a serious case of stalking complex. Criticism or negative comments, such as pointing out his hypocrisy will put him out on
a name calling rant. He mentions that negative comments, emails and mocking he endures are forms of stalking work against him. [72] Denlinger sees the persecution as proof that he is being saved and that those who carry out the persecution are unsaved. While Denlinger feels free to rebuke and chastise other Bible thumpers, as he has swallowed breath feathers and all, he
doesn't take kindly to criticism from less crazy wingnuts than himself. He is often given to tirades against those who are critical of his teachings. They [the military] are trying more and more to get me kicked out [Youtube]. There are guys in military intelligence who have been threatening me and things like this, so how far this channel is going to exist I don't know.- Sermon: The
Devil's Triangle: Part 1 He's often given to paranoid tirades and rants in his Bible studies railing against those whom he deems to attack his statements, including fellow nutty crazy job hustle conspiracy theories because they don't follow his correct conspiracy narrative. Thus, he tries to force others to accept his orthodoxy in conspiracy theory calli. He can do a better job herding
cats. Like the prophet of Muhamedanism and early Muhamedans, Denlinger's immaturity leads him to mock people by name who call or change their names in his rants. DumblingerDunglinger often refers to Anderson as Andersnake, Breaker as Faker Breaker and Chris Lasala as LaSatan. Perhaps, if Denlinger exercised some introspection, he would blame his own harmful
personality as the main reason he has been the subject of the criticism he brought on himself. But given to quackery, he searches for mental health remedies in the King James bible. It seems King James quack is unlikely that he will find a successful Bible made remedy that would heal him of his afflictions. Steven Anderson [edit] The Denlingers have orchestrated a long-running
feud with fellow winger (but somewhat less wignutty) hatemonger Steven Anderson as he is their main competition in soul win. Both Denlingers and Anderson stick to the doctrine of Sola KJV onlyism, anti-Catholicism and share similar views on evolution, philosophy and creationism only differ significantly on replacement theology and ecstasy. Since both Denlingers and Anderson
are so close that they are competing for the same bloc of uneducated, gullible, empty headeddumbasses supporters in their ministries. Being a little more competent and Anderson has about three times many followers than Denlingers. They are close enough in the theology that when Sam Gipp, another personality given to cranking, buried his axe in the back of Anderson's
padawan Collin Schneide of the KJV RVG ministry, Bryan Denlinger believes that Gipp attacked him instead, resulting in tirade from Denlinger against Gipp. Denlinger is a former self-absorbed ponographer, mistaking Gipp's accusation of Anderson linking with a former ponographer, as an attack on himself believing that Gipp's remarks were directed at him (Denlinger). [108] A
sitcom script worthy of Three's Company, yes. According to Katherine Denlinger in a hardcore study, preacher Steven Anderson is a Catholic and participates in military psychological operations. She who claims to have worked as a military spook gives her expertise in military intelligence to be able to uncover Anderson's covert operations by his use of military buzzwords and
jargon such a spearhead, operation, touring and mission and continues to misidentify a poor Botswanian immigration officer as a major general in the South African military. [94] Denlinger misidentifies the Lutheran priest Mampane as a Catholic priest, as he wears an office collar, calling him Gigabo. [94] So much for the military intelligence service. Katherine Denlinger, a veritable
dingbat in her own right, in her sermon, condemned Anderson for using inflammatory PC talk by calling LGBT people gay to have them aroused, insisting that sodomite was the correct terminology when referring members of the gay community. [94] The fact that this was listed as a fact is what leaves a performing a facepalm. In the same sermon, she accused Anderson of using
Hegelian dialectics to act as a good cop and using CAPOC terminology. These guys [Anderson and his allies] will come out and say inflammatory things and yet they will never go to jail, they will never be kicked off youtube, they will never get kicked out, you know things like this. The Oh has been banned from certain countries. Please! Please! And again, the military is working
hand-in-hand with the Vatican. Either way, you know, like me, if you're not convinced now there's nothing we can really do for you.- Sermon: Steven Anderson's Catholic Connection: Part 2 Robert Breaker [edit] Bryan Denlinger criticized Robert Faker Breaker and others who monetize their videos on Google's You Tube platform. [109] Monetized videos show advertisements
through which You Tube earns revenue, which they then share with the publishers of the videos. He claims that Robert Breaker and others, by monetizeing their videos, are being supported by unsaved individuals. [109] As the perennial hypocrite, this rule does not apply to Denlinger, since he requests that gifts be made for his service through Paypal (which he cites a sodomite
company) without checking whether donors have been rescued or not. Denlinger has previously questioned how Robert Breaker could more subscribers than themselves when they both preach the same message and how Breaker has more subscribers than Anderson when all he does is stand on a whiteboard and drawing and wondering if he sees a wolf in sheep's clothing. He
tries to intimate to the audience that there are some antics going on in the background that make Breaker more popular. Much of Denlinger's angry Breaker can be drawn by mere jealousy on the part of The Platoon, whose envy got the better of him. While Breaker is as given to the same wingnuttery as Denlinger, he delivers his message with much greater eloquence, has an
education, and is officially ordained, which is perhaps why Breaker has nearly 8 times the viewership as does Denlinger. He doesn't come across as a hillbilly hick from the backwoods, lacks an education and formal education, who took a Bible and began preaching about a topic about his salary class, which is often the impression a thinking person is left with after watching a
Denlinger video. Above all, Breaker studied under Peter Ruckman, after whom Denlinger models his own. Denlinger's Ruckman adulator only managed to get his KJV bible signed by his idol. Denlinger attempted to mimic Breaker's message delivery style and even tried to use a blackboard (it was green), but ended up returning to a style that he was more comfortable with - sitting
behind a desk and using the bookshelf as a prop. Hanging on the lifebuoy [edit] It's about being saved. Since Denlingers has the judgment of the spirit that has swallowed it feathers and all, now has the gift of judgment of the spirit. This allows him to judge who has the spirit. Certainly, no one he disagrees with is being saved, as one might guess. Denlinger goes so far as to
indicate that all those who reject him are in fact rejecting the Bible and therefore not being saved. [52] You are doomed the first time and you say fail No you are doomed yours is on your way to hell It is not a life time of wickedness and rejection of Jesus Christ and what else ah that serves you hell this is the first time that you hear the gospel clearly presented to you and you reject
it. You are under god's condemnation, so be saved. You can still repent, but you are under God's condemnation.- Sermon: Is God Love LOST Sinners? According to Denlinger, he has the spirit of judgment whether a person is saved or not. The spirit that inhabits him gives him the ability to do so. All the individuals whom he considers to be unsaved (that means everyone else)
cannot be the source of any truth and are always suspected of being one of the bad guys. This even applies to their ability to properly translate the Bible or even provide an encyclopedia of the words in the Bible – but this rule does not apply to the KJV bible, just to all other Bibles. People just don't have fun [editing] Killjoys from 16th century England; dour as Denlinger sees the
world in the same way as the killing sprees of the 1600s that committed regicide and established a theocracy in which the Dourian country rubbed off supported by their religious militias ruled the day. The dour Protestants took offense on all screens of cheerfulness, hated art and had little need for the sciences because of their literalist reading of the scriptures. If one was found not
to follow their religious precepts dourness, expect to be hanged, drawn and quarters after being beaten for a week or so. As you'd expect, Denlinger's arch-hero is none other than infandous, street corner roundhead himself. According to Denlingers' gospel participating in teams and individual sports as a participant or spectator is anti-biblical as sport is contrary to the Bible. [111]
Sporting figures and great athletes are an abomination in the eyes of God because they are highly valued among men. Great athletes have become great by putting other people down. Sport makes people proud and encourages the spirit of the competition, which is not from God. Even board games promote pride and competition and should be avoided as these also promote an
atmosphere of competition. But throwing a ball around the backyard or a little game with kids is fine as long as it doesn't lead to pride or closure. Denlingers argues that sports can cause gender confusion due to indecent dress. [112] Denlingers believes that parents put a lot of pressure on children to participate in sports and athletics, which is detrimental to children. Sports and
games lead to pride and bragging and parents who want the kids to be the best they can be. He recommends that it is better for boys to learn to work and for girls to be educated in household chores instead. [111] The most telling part of the sermon was Katherine Denlinger, who spent just over 75% of a 10-minute 28 seconds of a video sermon showing with pride photo albums
filled with images athletic and sporting past assuming she was proving that she knew about evil in sports by proving that she participated in athletics and sports as a teenager. [112] The photographs were taken by her doting parents, who were clearly proud of their daughter's athletic prowess. Denlinger definitely recommends against ballet and performing arts, including dancing for
children. [21] He claims men who perform in ballet are for feminine men who are sodomites. He blames Charles I and Charles II for the ballet. [21] Most individuals claiming to be artists would have been under the impression that the ballet was of Italian and French origin from the High Renaissance era dating back about 200 years before the Commonwealth, but they would be
wrong because the Bryan artist knows best. Katherine Denlinger, who wants to stick it to Sudoku, may not be able to find a solution to a puzzle decided that she would google the search term Jesuit Sudoku. The result was a tirade about Sudoku's evils. Sudoku to Katherine Denlinger in one of her sermons on the subject of playing Sudoku, determined that Sudoku was a magical
game of divination used in ancient China, which was brought to Europe by the Jesuits. [93] The Jesuits introduced Leonhard Euler, the Swiss mathematician and physicist to Sudoku. [93] Denlingers advise Christians (whom they are not) to burn any of the satanic books they may have in their possession. [93] Where is it in the Bible? Chapter and verse? [edit] Denlinger rejects the
things that are not mentioned in the Bible, or so it may seem. He holds all preachers to this standard to demand that they prove all their beliefs and practices from the KJV bible. Denlinger argues that church buildings, alter calls, Sunday schools, choirs, revivals, prayer nights, social events, Bible universities, Sunday best clothes and the like are not found in the Bible and are anti-
biblical. [90] He calls these man-made traditions of men, which should be rejected. According to him, these are Catholic traditions. He considers all pastors of the independent fundamentalist Baptist churches to be liars, whom they claim to be Bible faith Christians. [90] Being the true charlatan and a blowhard, Denlinger stands, cherry picking standards according to his own whims
and convenience trying to hold other preachers to his own contrived standards. He uses his brewed standard to browbeat and denounce fellow Bible dunks and draw a larger audience to fill his own box. In essence, Denlinger chooses some criteria that can be used as a Gotcha! and uses it against his colleagues windbags in trade. He then uses these standards as a club to hug
his opposition. Perhaps Denlinger should check whether internet video ministries, the King James Bible, preach from the New Testament, YouTube, lumberjack checkered uniform shirts, bible scholarship meetings, panhandling on PayPal are found everywhere in the books of his King James Bible. If these are not in KJV, shouldn't Denlinger reject these? As usual, it is Denlinger's
rules that he applies to his convenience to others, but not himself, since these, his constructed standards, do not apply to him. What method punk? [edit] Almost every one of Denlingers' sermons or frequently asked questions is an exercise in logical and historical absurdity. Absurdity is the currency of his trade. It is hard to miss the many logical fallacies, both formal and informal
employed by Denlingers in their sermons. Denlingers assumes a lot. Given that the premises that Denlingers takes for granted are inherently false, conclusions based on these false assumptions, if not exactly false, raise questions. Anachronisms [edit] According to Denlinger, in the Dark Ages the Waldens were going to Vatican City as undercover silk merchants and distributing
Bibles to the people and thus gaining experience being persecuted by the church, they saw the older. [113] Waldensians emerged in 1173 because of the service of Peter Waldo. [114] The Dark Ages, which are correctly known as the Early Middle Ages ended with the ascendency of Charles the Great to the throne in 800, which led to the consolidation of power and a standing
army to beat back the invading barbaric hordes from the east. This reorganisation leads to the reintroduction of stability in the west. Other historians advocate the creation of the Holy Roman Empire in 962 by Otto as being the end of the Dark Ages. [115] The Waldens established themselves in the early High Middle Ages. The Vatican City Was first established in 1929. [116] The
Vatican Mound was at that time just outside Rome and on the wrong side of the Tiber, and the Pope was not at the church on the Vatican Hill as it belongs to the Latin Patriarch of Constantinople. The Pope's Church was St. John Lateran and the Pope lived in the apartments attached to this cathedral. Sericulture in Europe was only established much later, when Venetians began
establishing mulberry nurseries and began bringing silk pupaes to Venice to establish sericulture in southern Europe. The Byzantine Empire had tried to establish sericulture, but it was in decline and collapsed completely around 1204. The Venetians had a monopoly on the silk trade and were the silk merchants in Europe. It was not until the 1500s that other parts of present-day
Italy and Spain began their own sericulture industry. Waldensians would not have been distributing Bibles because a single Bible would have the same value as a few houses during this period because of the costs and labor involved. No one was willing to give out Bibles, which were in short supply and were cumbersome to produce, and every copy of the Bible would cost the
equivalent of about $2 million. Moreover, only 10% of the population could read until the early 1500s and rose steadily to 16% until the Industrial Revolution. While only 10% could read less than 99% of the population could afford a Bible. It was the printing press that made Bibles affordable enough for upper middle class individuals. There is no known narrative that Waldensians
had to go anywhere to experience persecution. When only some of waldensian doctrines were declared heretical, but there was minimal persecution of Waldensians as they were not a threat to the local potentiates. The fact that they kept a low profile and didn't engage in political mechanizations of the day helped them survive. Association fallacy with three degrees of separation
[edit] A method used by Denlingers connects something creedal and then attach it to one of the evil people or organizations and then reject it because it is shameful to the evil people or organizations. The general syllogism runs so: A: Catholics/ Jesuits/Atheists believe X to be true B: Catholics/Jesuits/atheists are of Satan C: X is Satanic Once Conclusion C has reached, the
premise is rejected out of hand and those who consider X considered satanic. This system of logic works well with theircultists followers. As it plays out in a Denlinger rant it will look like this. Jesuits wearing black robes jesuits are of Satan Black robes are satanic So the judges who sit on the Supreme Court of the United States are satanic. When Denlinger wants to tar and feather
a critic, they rely on guilt by association method. This union fallacy runs thusly: A is a Catholic/Jesuit/Atheist B is a friend of A C is a friend of B D is a friend of C D so is a Catholic/Jesuit/Atheist If D is known to suffer A then D is an undercover Catholic/Jesuit/Atheist Studying association fallacy method employed by Denlingers, up to three degrees of separation between the evil is
required to avoid running on the edge with Denlinger logic. Studying at a Jesuit elementary, high school, college or university means you are a Jesuit and trained in Jesuit tactics aimed at world domination. Denlinger used this method to dismiss James White as a Jesuit because an evangelical seminary professor who gave a good review of James White's book studied at a Jesuit
university. As always, keep in mind the Denlinger rule: These rules must be applied to Denlinger's convenience and the rule does not apply to Denlingers' self. Katherine, the banshee, does much of the internet research, which consists of google searching some group, person or idea they want to reject or dislike along with one of the evil organizations, find a conspiracy website
and then implicate one to the other in some way and present it as evidence of collusion between the two entities. Dumbassary at its best, but it plays to the gullible of their cultist followers. Perhaps Denlinger should take his own advice; he dishes out to his critics: You're not logical. You're emotional. Deal with it. Like many charlatans, Bryan and Katherine misdirect by
misrepresenting facts to create an association. In a lengthy, far-reaching statement Katherine associates any office and academic suit as being Catholic. Having a nurse's uniform turns a person into a Catholic nun. Any schooling system is Jesuit because that's what jesuits do, according to Denlingers. The hospital system is also Catholic because according to them the medical
military system is Catholic. When the person or an organization is reduced to being Catholic, they reject it as being Oh so evil. While all of these are based on a certain truth, as clergy and academic dress and educational and hospital systems originate in the Catholic Church, it would be deceitful to claim that these have any connection to Catholicism today due to organic
development and secularization. All the bad guys are Catholics [edit] Denlinger is the general sleazebag and uneducated clodhopping clown attempt to play on and general credence of his followers, who are like a little more than uneducated dumbasses by associating someone whom he wants to slander, vilify or besmirch as a Catholic. This remorse, which would not normally
play to a more sane audience, is bought hook, line and soldered by his gullible audience, who know nothing better, since they are only slightly better than the lumpenproletariat of the social order. Every post-millennium and a millennium is a Catholic[20][117]; reality - Catholics are not millennials of any kind nor are they rapturites. Anyone who believes in the Trinity is a
Catholic[118]; reality – anyone who accepts the Trinity is a Christian, faith in the Trinity is what makes someone a Christian and nothing else. Anyone who believes in substitute theology is Catholic[119]; reality - Catholics do not adhere to replacement theology. Contemporary Christian Music is not Christian because Catholics love it and because it is played by a Catholic radio
station (Spirit FM); [120] reality - most modern Christian music artists are Protestants. This association is not limited to persons only. Since mathematics, science, formal education system was influenced by Jesuits, no one should engage in these, because one very probably captures the devilish evil jesuit cooties. When the Prix de Paris awarded by the Académie royale des
sciences de Paris was won by Jesuits and Catholic clergy, mathematician, physicist or scientist who won the prize becoming a Jesuit, or a Catholic and all their contributions to the sciences are now associated with the Jesuits and dismissed as evil. What is so incredible is that his sycophants buy into insanity. Cherry picking in the Garden of Eden [edit] Due to the lack of any
education, biblical or otherwise, Denlingers is relegated to studies consisting of using keyword searches in Bible cross dances of KJV translations. By finding similar words in verse that confirm their bias when taken out of its immediate context, they splice the verses together. The rapture study consisted of using the term rise up and finding out where the words rise and rise, and
piece together partial verses and abracadabra, there is evidence of pre-breaking extase. This is pretty much the same method used when they take slivers of the contents of their critics put these together and respond to the straw man of their own making and burn the straw man down. When Denlingers wants to dismiss or vilify an idea, an organization or person, Katherine
Denlinger's usual modus operandi is to type into google the subject and jesuit or Catholic and then run a search. Something soon emerges and soon the object of their disdain is labeled a Jesuit or Catholic. Given that Denlingers, while claiming to be dispensationalists, but when it serves their purpose, has no regard for where a particular verse can be found. This is the case in all
denlinger's studies. Counter-facical and imaginary stories[edit] Denlinger's invented stories for people or groups of people is not known. One example is Nicolaitans, a sect mentioned in the Bible without providing much information about the group. Denlingers argues that there is general agreement that Nicolaitans was hated by Paul and God because they were a hierarchical
church, which the priests rules over lay fat using mind control. [97] [121] By inventing this imaginary history of Nicolaitans, he paints them as the Vatican and Catholicism. But if Denlinger's hand was consecrated in an education, he would have avoided Nicolaitans and went shopping elsewhere for a villain for whom to produce an alternative story, which they were written about by a
few historians, none of whom mention any remotely proximate to Denlinger's imaginary claims. There is a consensus among early historians, including Eusebius, that Nicolaitans engaged in what would be described as sexual immorality and idolatry. Denlingers produce a falsified story to attack those whom they want to vilify. Denlinger tries to pull facts out of his rectum and all he
has to show for it is his own feculence even if he tries to peddle it like strawberries; apart from the boneheads and dunces that make up his entourage of devotees, most can smell the smell a mile away. Ambiguity [edit] Another fallacy in Denlinger's bag of fraud is the use of ambiguity to lead his audience to unity with his opinion. Because of his audience's lack of critical thinking
ability, they lack the mental and intellectual capacity to examine his sermons and especially the issues he raises to their advantage. Much of these subtly change the sense of specific words or expressions or the use of ambiguous verbs to make its case or lead the audience to a particular conclusion. When the Roman emperor declared Christianity the religion of the Romans, he
converted hordes of pagans who enumerated the empire. Pagan temples became meeting houses of Christians. Huh?? Question!! The Roman Catholic Church turned temples into meeting houses for Christians; so where did Independent Fundamentalist Baptists get their buildings from? Bible? No, because there is no church building in the Bible. So Catholics took it from pagans,
where did baptists get it from?- Sermon - Independent Fundamental Baptist Catholicism. What about Baptist church buildings? Part 1 False Analogy [edit] The lack of a decent education is very evident in much of Denlinger's sermons. His inability to understand science and the scientific method and its practices is very evident in his sermons, even though he claims to be a man of
science. His inability to distinguish between philosophical or theological truth and the scientific method leads him to construct analogies that do not meet the criteria for a good analogy. Denlinger is trying to defend himself against accusations that no one in the past 2,000 years believed or practiced anything that he does tried to defend his point of view by 2,000 years ago, people
did not know the effects of mercury treatments or raw sewage running through the streets. [14] Scientific truth is dynamic and changeable because it is a constant state of progression through the sophistication of human knowledge as man engages this material world around him. But philosophical and theological truth is not covered by the generally considered as such, even if
developmental aspects exist. Since theological or religious faith is dependent on the revelation, faith and practice of this faith would be considered largely immutable at least in the most important parts. In reality, Denlinger's claim is akin to claiming that the Apostles and Paul and their followers did not know what to believe, but Denlinger, who appeared 2,000 years after the fact,
knows better. Which is really true according to the cult of Denlingerism, which Denlinger knows best. Gish Galloping Unicorns by King James [edit] This is perhaps the fallacy most employed by Denlingers. Like many in KJV onlyist movements who believe in unicorns as they are found galloping through the pages of KJV, denlingers attempts to bury their opponents under a
mountain of waste consisting of half-truths and outright falsehoods, each of which is falsified by history, anthropology, archaeology, science or logic. The problem that is facing is due to a great deal of time and effort killing or falsifying the many pieces of misinformation and distortions. Much of the information Denlinger's spy draws heavily from conspiracy theorists like Eric Jon
Phelps, Walter Veith, Alberto Rivera, Alexander Hislop, Robert Woodrow (has since recalled as his book was a fabrication), Edmond Paris and Jack Chick. When one tries to debunk Itslike, one must understand each of these persons is merely regurgitating disinformation and distortions of another. For example denlingers will claim that persons X, Y and Z claim A as a fact. But Z is
just parroting as actually what Y parrot, which X fabricated. These are not three unrelated claims, but just the claims of X, each of which repeats and add their own flavor to regurgitation. Denlinger, who never actually has an education in theology implies that Molinism is about the Doctrine of Reprobation - with Denlinger arguing that Molinism teaches predestination. [121] The
reality is that Molinism learns the exact opposite - the free will of man, and that God willing, that all be redeemed. [122] Denlinger, who claims to know so much about Christianity, proves that his theological knowledge is almost nonesary. To make matters worse, trying to prove his vast knowledge of the matter, he waves a book titled Divine Providence, a book prepared by Sr Mary
Kenneth Kearns CDP on spirituality (not theology), which has nothing whatsoever to do with Molinism. [121] He even highlights the names of three Jesuits who contributed to the book in an attempt to gish gallop morons who see his [121] He floods his with irrelevant information to make them believe that he has a substantial argument when he has nothing to do. This feat of selling
to his gullible audience bull shit like chocolate cake, because they know nothing better, is largely con game charlatan playing to his audience in an attempt to discredit Independent Fundamental Baptists because he has a chip on his shoulders as they kept kicking him out of their congregations. Which proves that there is no rage like an ass that hurts fraud. Hegelian Dialectic [edit]
When confronted with those who share their same views, which Denlingers cannot attack directly, they accuse the subject of their attention for employing the Hegelian dialectics to confuse. While the target of their ire plays the part of the thesis and their goal then opponents play opposite. These events according to denlingers staged to create a Jesuit synthesis to social engineer
the New World Order. Thus, they try to smear their like-minded, strange opponent of being a Catholic or a Jesuit. Using the Hegelian dialectical ploy, Denlinger's attempt to reverse contrary evidence in their own favor. JAQing out to KJV [edit] Another frequently used technique by Denlinger is his use of just asking questions to lead his tin foil hatted followers. These questions are
indicated in a way to lead his sycophantic followers to a conclusion that he wants them to reach and nod their heads as trained seals. Many times the issues try to besmirch the reputation or nature of individuals with whom he disagrees, who happen to be almost everyone else in the religious demagoguery industry – his competition. The answers to these questions have been
forgoed. Some of the questions raised by Denlinger provide a false dilemma to viewers. Using this technique Denlinger is able to effectively exclude other options available to its viewers that are slow and impressionable are unable to think outside the box that Denlinger paints for them. And you know again at that point [when someone tires out] you see someone else die out next
to you, you're not going to stop and help them. The spirit of the competition is I hope that the person who is in front of me, I hope they break their legs and fall down so I can be the winner. Is that what you want your daughter to be taught?- FAQ - What about Christian girls and sports? Nunc pro tunc[edit] Denlinger uses the current and anachical fallacies in some of his studies. He
argues that some group or another is not biblical because they do not use the terminology or phedera of the KJV translation of the Bible. Unfortunately for Denlinger, it was not the beginning of him that Christianity could not wait for the birth of the English language and the KJV bible for 1600 years and went about the establishment of religion. According to his assessment,
Christians did not have a perfect Bible for the first 1,600 years. Denlinger doesn't seem to understand, the three historical churches (Catholic, Orthodox and Oriental) did not officially use the English language and they existed at least 1,500 years before the development of early modern English. The history of the 21st century, the question of why the University of Basel in
Switzerland would provide teaching in Latin, since only Catholics use the dead language. [93] According to Denlingers, the use of Latin to keep people dumbed down. [93] The two dumbass idiots, who have no education in history, had no idea that the Latin language was the lingua franca of Western civilization for 1300 years. For most of this period, until the invention of the
printing press only about 10% of the population could read and write, and all the people who could read and write did so in Latin. Between the invention of the printing press and the industrial revolution only 16% could read and write. Again, because of the lack of an education, their hatred of history and philosophy or other academic disciplines, the toblithering idiots lack
perspective or insight into the world that existed before the 20th century. Apart from technological advances, Denlingers imagines that the world as it exists today is the same world (obviously without technological progress) that existed in the 1700s and propagates this idiocy for the benefit of their uneducated audience. Which proves that knowledge and education in the liberal arts
is the vaccine that vaccinates individuals from falling into the clutches of cultish windbags like Denlingers. Kill the false prophet [edit] If rising in the middle of you a prophet or someone who says he has dreamed a dream, and he predict a sign and a wonder, and that comes to pass as he spoke, and he says to you: Let's go and follow strange gods that you do not know, and let us
serve them : Do not hear the words of the prophet or dreamer: For the Lord your God trieth you, so that it may appear whether you love Him with all your heart, and with all your soul, or not. Follow the Lord your God, and fear him, and keep His commandments, and hear His voice: him shall you serve, and to him you shall cleave. And the prophet or forger of dreams shall be killed.
Book Of Deuteronomy 13: 1 - 5 Denlinger claims that those who attack him attack the spirit inherent to him, and those who do so commit the inexcusable sin against him. But whatever spirit that may iboe him is given to the perfidy prevaricative spirit given to stupidity, deception and dementia and a general dunce very much like the possessor of this spirit. It appears that the spirit
inherent Denlinger should check himself into the nearest mental health facility, since the initial prognosis does not seem to give rational individuals much hope of successful treatment due to extreme madness and ignorance exhibited by his spirit. Denlinger engages in deception, outright falsehoods innuendo to smear and attack persons other faiths, atheists and agnostics prove
that it is not only the Mohammeds who are given to taqiyya, mumuna, kitman and tawriya (four forms of deception allowed by ahadith[123]). One other side, sharing a dry, sarcastic humor, is, according to Denlinger, something that those who have the spirit in common - which means that most RationalWiki editors are idly by that spirit. So on the other hand, it might not be such a
good thing after all. All RationalWiki editors may be required to contact the nearest Catholic general to plan the Rite of Exorcism to be performed, just in case what ever half-witted spirit given to buffoonery and insanity that possesses Denlinger can torment the editors. But if the latter symptoms of half-wittedness, buffoonery and insanity aren't apparent, there's reasonable certainty
that the editors aren't obsessed with the same bat shit crazy spirit that drills Denlinger. General old-fashioned bald face lying or lying before the Lord [edit] When a commenter on his post indicated that Denlinger equated those who are in interracial relationships with sodomite perverts, Denlinger refused to do so. [99] This is manifestly untrue, as evidenced by his sermon on this
subject. [98] Denlinger in a bait and switch performed to mislead his cultists claimed that the book Divine Providence by Sr Mary Kenneth Kearns CDP, a book on Christian spirituality, was on the subject of molinism, claiming that he had read the book. [121] Perhaps the spirit of Denlinger requires remedial lessons in primary school level English reading and understanding.
Denlinger falsely claimed that Molinism is about predestination and divine reprobation. But since Denlinger has no education (theological or otherwise) did not know that molinism is about free will, and claims that God willing, that all men come to salvation. [121] Molinism is named after Luis de Molina (Jesuit), who along with Francisco Suárez (Jesuit) and Francisco de Vitoria
(Dominican) laid the foundation for international law. If Denlinger knew this little piece of legal history, he would declare international law the work of the devil. So less knowledge is a bit of a good thing sometime, especially when you're like shit run amok in a china store. Denlinger claims that Nicolaitans was condemned by Paul because they were a hierarchical church with a priest
who ruled over layman. [97] [121] But the earliest Christian writer and history recorded their faith. Irenaeus of Lyon writing in 180 shows that they were idolatrous and fornicating. [note 4] Clement of Alexandria provides more insight into this Gnostic cult indicating that they gave themselves to their vices to overcome their vices. [note 5] It seems that the spirit inherent denlinger has
never read the story either. Denlinger argues that Catholicism (and Christianity) teaches three gods. [124] That was before he claimed that believe in two trinities. [10] He also learns that Catholics believe that each of those individuals is composed of body, soul and spirit, body, soul and spirit, body, soul, and spirit. [66] Denlinger simply gropes in the dark, having no real idea of
what Christianity or Catholicism teaches. Because of the level of Denlinger's own education, and being a small man, his learning he acquires is from images in a children's picture book, never mind the text of the book. [124] A little research by Denlinger would have explained to Denlinger what all Catholics and Christian Protestants actually think of the Trinity. Denlinger argues that
the colors in the Vatican are purple and scarlet. [61] The Vatican colors are yellow and white. [125] Denlinger claimed that the five solas[note 6] of Calvinist Protestantism are a Catholic practice. [76] In an attempt to argue that the Bible does not teach Faith alone (as his special discovered doctrine at the time[76]) and did not want to be branded a Catholic by association, he
dishonestly claimed that the five solas were a Catholic practice and that Protestants were truly Catholic. Dishonesty and deception at its finest. Denlinger claimed that Rabban Gamaliel the Great was an unsaved man. [126] Rabban Gamaliel was one of the greatest Jewish sages of the Second Temple Period. He was considered a saint (tzaddik) by the early Christians and the
Jews. Unfortunately, Denlinger has not received a training in patristics to know any better. Denlinger claims the Knight Templar because jesuit order. [55] The Knights Templar were defunct for more than 200 years before the Jesuit order was founded. The Knights Templar had become too wealth for many kingdoms, and the kings wanted to take advantage of some of the wealth
to pay their debts. As can be expected, a few trumped charges later the military order was dismantled, and the wealth was taken by the French crown in 1312. The Jesuits were a sarcoidal order, not a military order. One had nothing to do with the other except some nefarious conspiracy devised by the usual conspiracy peddlers. According to Denlinger, the Catholic Church
teaches replacement theology. The Catholic Church does not teach replacement theology, but the Catholic Church has learned that non-Jews were grafted into the faith. It is also the reason Catholic tradition relies heavily on Judaism, which is where beliefs and practices that are considered strange to Protestants come from (Purgatory, pray to saints, indulgences, pray for the
dead, keep relics, etc.) If Catholics thought it was replacing theology, they would have had to abandon tradition. Just being his usual Pharisaic self, a good old-fashioned hypocrite [edit] Denlinger at the prompting of an Indian commentator requesting a video on body, soul and spirit began to explore Denlingerism's deity in these tripartite conditions and settled on denlinger deity.
When asked to explain how body could pray to Jesus soul in denlinger deity, he answered what on earth are you trying to figure out God anyway?. [124] Under no explanation, he resorted to hypocrisy – Do not ask questions, only Denlinger is allowed to JAQ off. When Denlinger started living with the witch Mrs. Denlinger he promised that she would not appear in any of his videos
nor would he expose her to the dirty people on the internet. [127] According to Denlinger, he and banshee asked for it and talked about it, and they decided that she would not be featured on any of the videos. [127] A few weeks later, she delivered a sermon on her conversion from Lutheranism to denlingerism. This despite arguing that no women should be a priest in a church.
When asked about it, he indicated that they had asked for it and talked about it and decided to let Katherine begin her ministry. [107] Perhaps the spirit that answers Denlinger's prayers suffers from schizophrenia. Denlinger removed conflicting evidence, but not before viewers copied the video. Denlinger has suggested that his opponents test their spirits by drinking Drano, sulfuric
acid and toxic snake handling. [17] But Denlinger himself has never responded to his critics, suggesting that he is showing the way, and quite shy shrinking violet about testing his own spirits. Which suggests that he is a false prophet, and he knows it and has no confidence in the spirit that dwells in him. Denlinger wants all people to return to their race dwelling - their tribal lands.
[98] When asked why he did not even return to his racial habitation, he claimed that he would not be so free in Germany. [14] Africans, Arabs and Hispanics who come to the United States for the same reasons he does must leave while he is put in tribal lands in another race? But as always, there are rules he wants to impose on everyone else that he absolves himself - a hallmark
of a true cult leader. Denlinger asks his readers rhetorically why anyone would smack the Bible, given it's a precious book and reasons why anyone who hits the Bible has a different spirit in them, referring to Jim Jones of Jonestown fame (another cult leader). [128] In a rage at some point later, Denlinger in quite a huff turned his KJV Bible around, presumed that he was slapping
god's word silly. When asked about it, Denlinger deleted the video, hoping no one remembered his faux pas of hypocrisy. Denlinger is critical of those who say people should not attack a man of God. [129] However, Denlinger claims that he is a man of God, and those who attack him attack the spirit in him. One rule for him, and another for everyone else. Denlinger, who considers
himself an expert in the occult. [55] The same occult symbols appear on the first few editions of the KJV bible. But according to Denlinger, KJV is perfectly preserved word of witchcraft god. Denlinger has in the past to be against the Copyright Act, and in that spirit he published his videos under the Creative Commons Attribute License, which allows reuse. He has had many
copyright infringement strikes due to stealing music and content by artists and others. But when other channels began criticizing his content, Denlinger began releasing his content as a paid subscription asking his cult minions to inform him if anyone uses parts of his videos so Denlinger could have the channels shut down by making copyright infringement claims against the
channels. A man of science and reason? [edit] Denlinger claims that there is an absolute east and west (dipoles) on earth, this is demonstrably false to anyone with half a brain. Acorns are really fruit[66]; while they are actually nuts - and not the kind of nut he demonstrably is. Fluoride was created by the Jesuits. [60] Fluoride is a naturally occurring anion of fluoride (F-). Fluoride
minerals occur naturally in nature, which does not require artificial creation or invention, but discovery. So much for Jesuits creating fluoride. Latin, according to Denlinger, is an African language that originates from Africa. Catholicism is an African religion that originated in Egypt. Latin is the language of the people of Him. The inscription of the crucified Jesus was written in Hebrew
(Seth), Greek (Japheth) and Latin (He). [130] According to Denlinger, this is not his interpretation, but what the KJV bible says. (Does not have the Catholic Church, according to Denlinger originating from Babylon – after all, according to Denlinger it is the of Babylon? But in keeping with the changing narrative that fits the purpose of the story, we should ignore all inconsistencies
and contradictions.) Nor would it follow that this African language, which was the lingua franca of Western civilisation for 1300 years, brought civilization to Europe? Wouldn't that also mean Western Civilization is an African civilization? Denlinger for all his racist views should thank the Africans for giving rise to the Romans and Greeks, whose philosophy and science gave rise to
Western ideals. Given that KJV Denlinger uses, which is written in the Latin alphabet, wouldn't KJV be a black Bible? Much of Denlinger's racial prowess begins to crumble. If individuals of two different races marry, what would the issue of marriage be, Denlinger ponders rhetorically. Denlinger, why of course, they would be people one might assume. Denlinger, of course, was not
aware when the birds and bees were explained in biology or one of the other scientific courses he could have taken in junior high or high school. Perhaps one reason to teach sex-ed in schools so that individuals like Denlinger can receive a more comprehensive education rather than railing more incomprehensible stupidity. According to Denlinger, the three wise men traveled from
west to east, from Babylon to Jerusalem. They were heading east, heading east. [131] is the west of Babylon, which is today Iraq. So the wise men would go west not to the east. The spirit of inherent Denlinger seems to be directionally challenged. Mt. Ararat is located somewhere in the Sinai Peninsula. [132] In fact, the Ararat massif is located in eastern Anatolia in Turkey on the
Arman plateau. The spirit of inherent Denlinger again turns out to be an oaf, perhaps Denlinger might be better off sending the idiot spirit back to school to get a better education. Denlinger says that his smart German Shepherd was smarter than other dogs (being German after all) wasn't smart enough to preserve her racial purity by getting impregnated by a mongrel. I see bad
people [edit] The Denlingers have a long list of people and organizations that are considered evil. The following is a short list of helpers according to Denlingers: Alt-Right[56] - Conspiring with communists to bring in fascism. Anglicans[14] - They are a real Roman Catholics Anti Communists[56] - Engage in the Hegelian dialectics to usher in fascism. They are the opposite.
Atheists[133] - Luciferians Baptists - They are truly Roman Catholics. Barack Obama - An anti-Christ. Bill Clinton[58] - Jesuit (studied at Georgetown University). Calvinists - They a truly Roman Catholic Catholics - Name says it all; they are Satanists worshiping the antichrist, Satan and the beast and are unsaved. They go to the deepest mines of hell. CIA - Catholic intelligence
working for the pope. Communists - Engage in the Hegelian dialectic to usher in fascism. They're the thesis. DEA - Works for the Pope. Democratic Party[95] - Controlled by Jesuits Donald Trump[58] - Jesuit (studied at Fordham University). Fascists[56] - The synthesis of the Hebrew dialectic. FBI - Works for the Pope. Freemasons - Work for the Jesuits. George W. Bush[95] - The
Pope's crony, member of the Illuminati. Globalists - Working to establish Jesuit New World Order. The Government of the United States - Works for the Pope. Hillary Clinton[58] - Jesuit coadjutor. Illuminati - Works for the Jesuits. Jesuits - Name says it all; they are Satanists worshiping anti-Christ, Satan and the beast and are unsaved. They go to the deepest mines of hell.
Katherine's family - Lost and unsaved persons and are in mind control. Knights of Columbus - Secret community working for jesuits. Knights of Malta - Secret society working for jesuits. Knights Templar - Secret society that works for the Jesuits. Liberals - Immoral reprobates and perverts spread their dirt. Lutherans[14] - They are a real Roman Catholic Methodists - They are a
truly Roman Catholic Nazis - anti-Semitic Catholic Jesuit organization with the black pope as uberfuhrer. NSA - Works for the Jesuits. Pagans - Not saved; worshippers of anti-Christ. Presbyterians - The truly Roman Catholics Republican Party[95] - Controlled by Jesuits Satanists - Distasteful; worshippers of Satan. Researchers - facilitators of Unrelret- You're going to hell. U.S.
military - Works for the Pope. Funny quotes by Denlingers - a gift that goes on to give. I wonder what Denlinger was doing vacationing in Costa Rica? It's a little interesting how these beautiful tropical garden types of places draw the most perverse.— Sermon: The Pre Tribulation Rapture Does Denlinger get emotional when his feeling is hurt by criticism? That's another thing you
little punks are trying to do. You threaten people like me, you threaten a Bible faith preacher, to judges according to scripture. You threaten me and try to say that I am committing an unforgivable sin because I speak against the holy men of God. Let me tell you something princess, I am a holy man of God. God does things through this ministry, try not to say oh you are just a
nothing and a none and whatever else. I have the fruit to prove that the Lord is behind this ministry. Not a bunch of devils possessed charismaniacs out there who lied about the scriptures and forging gifts of the Holy Spirit. Let's talk about the inexcusable sin. Most of you don't have the courage to get through this because you're a bunch of stinking dangerous es can't handle the
scriptures. All you're doing right now is sucking your thumb in between writing nasty comments to me because you can't handle the truth. You're not logical. You're emotional. Deal with it.- Sermon: Exposing charismatic Parisees Persecution complex? Me? If you are a Bible faith christian, a King James bible believer, and you stand for the King James bible and you stand against
the new rock and roll music and the modern churches, you know exactly what I'm talking about. You have family members who don't like being around you, you have colleagues who avoid you like you have some kind of illness, ha, and you know I'm right. Now if you don't know anything about it, if you say I get along with all the members my family and you know I'm employed in
the month every month at my work. Well then you're not a good Christian.- Sermon: The Pre Tribulation Rapture The Rogues' Gallery[edit] The Denlingers TheDumblingers Denlingers L to R Katherine, the little man named after an infandous fanatic of the 17th century. We don't want any more. Denlingers play dress up as Sr. Katherine, mother superior in the order of Roman
batholics and Dr. Smart E Pants in academic robes and a mitre (??). Denlingers preaches a sermon on mind control. Yes, as you might expect, everyone is a bogeyman using mind control. Denlinger is given a speech by state troopers for verbally abusing his neighbor and interfering with their private function. Denlinger showed his textbooks from which he learned about the Jesuits
- four comics, two conspiracy theory books and a CD. Bryan promised that he wouldn't expose his wife to the dirt on the internet. He didn't keep his promise, and she's now scaring the internet. Katherine modeling her usual uniform and showing some foot, hope the Christian burqa trend catches on. External links [edit] King James Video Ministries Dillinger's YouTube channel
Notes [edit] ^ And Mary and Aaron spoke against Moses, because of his wife the Ethiopian, And they said: Hath Lord spoken by Moses only? hath he not also spoken to us in the same way? And when the Lord heard this, Moses was a man who surpassed meekly upon all men who lived on earth Immediately he spoke to him and to Aaron and Mary: Come only three out to the
tabernacle of the covenant. And when they came out, the Lord came down into a pillar of the cloud, and stood in the entrance of the tabernacle calling Aaron and Mary. And when they came, he said unthrive to them: Hear my words: If there is the Prophet of the Lord among you, I will meet him in a vision, or I will speak to him in a dream. But this is not the case with my servant
Moses a, who is most faithful in my entire house: For I speak to him word of mouth: and clearly, and not by the riddles and figures doth he sees the Lord. Then why weren't you afraid to speak ill of my servant Moses? And being angry with them, he passed away: the cloud too that was over the tabernacle departed: and seeing Mary seemed white as snow with a leprosy. And when
Aaron had looked at her and saw her all covered with leprosy. Number 12: 1 - 10 ^ And see a woman from Cana', who came out of these shores, cried, said to him: Have mercy on me, O Lord, you son of David: My daughter is terribly tormented by the devil. That didn't answer her a word. And his disciples came and besought him and said: Send her away, for she crieth after us:
And he answered, saying: I was not sent, but to the sheep that are lost in the house of Israel. But she came and adored him and said: Lord, help me. Who replies said: It is not good to take the bread off the children, and to throw it to the dogs. But she said, yes, Lord; for whelps also eat of crumbs that fall from the table of their masters. Then Jesus replied, said to her: O woman,
great is your faith: be it done to you as you please: and her daughter was healed from that hour. Matthew 15: 22 - 28 ^ For a woman, as soon as she heard about him, whose daughter had an unclean spirit, came in and fell at his feet. For the woman was a non-Jew, a Syrophenician born. And she besought him that he would throw forth the devil out of his daughter. Who said to her:
Like first the children must be filled: for it is not good to take the bread of the children, and throw it to the dogs. But she answered and said to him: Yes, Lord; for whelps also eat under the table of crumbs of the children. And he said to her: For this saying go your way, the devil has gone out of your daughter. Mark 7: 25 - 29 ^ Nicolaitanes are followers of Nicolas, who was one of
the seven first ordained to diaconate by the apostles. They live a life of unbridled indulgence. The character of these men is very clearly pointed out in of John, (when represented) as teaching that it is a matter of indifference to practice infidelity, and to eat things sacrificed to idols. Therefore, the Word has also spoken of them as follows: but you have that you hate Nicolaitane's
deeds, which I also hate. Irenaeus, Against Heresies, Ch.1 Bk.26 P.3^ Such are also those (who say they follow Nicolaus, quoting a saying of the man whom they pervert that the flesh should be abused. But the dignified man showed that it was necessary to control pleasures and desires, and by such training to waste away the impulses and inclinations of the flesh. But they,
abandon themselves to joy as goats, as if insulting the body, lead a life of self-indulgence; not knowing that the body is wasted is by nature the subject of dissolution; while their soul is buried in the swamp of vices; following as they do teaching of joy itself, not of the apostolic man. Clement of Alexandria, The Stromata Bk. 2 Ch. 20 Sec. 3-4 ^ The Five Solas is a Reformation era of
Protestant doctrine which states that Scripture alone is the highest authority, and that salvation is by grace alone, through faith alone, in Christ alone, for god's glory alone. ^ History Channel - Puritanism ^ American Countercultures: An Encyclopedia of Nonconformists, Alternative Lifestyles, and Radical Ideas in U.S. History Ed: Misiroglu, Gina; Pub: Routledge Press; Puritans by
Shannon Granville ↑ 3.0 3.1 Downey, Peter; The storm troopers from the counter-rebel formation. Is that an accurate description of the Jesuits? markedbyteachers.com Sermon - Government Churches In America aka 501c3 ↑ 5.0 5.1 What is a Bible believer? ^ 6.0 6.1 6.2 6.3 6.4 King James Video Ministries - About Us ^ 8.0 8.1 Sermon - Why I Believe That Jesus Is God The
Father ↑ 9.0 9.1 9.2 Sermon - The Best KJV Bibles ^ 10.0 10.1 10.2 10.2 10.2 10.4 10.5 Sermon - The Dual Catholic Trinity &amp; The Hexagram ↑ ^ 12.0 12.1 12.2 Satanic Ignatian Self-Righteousness Part 2 ^ 13.0 13.1 13.2 13.3 13.4 FAQ - What Does Bryan Delinger Do For A Living? Part 1 ^ 14.00 14.01 14.02 14.03 14.04 14.05 14.06 14.07 14.14.0 08 14.09 14.10 14.11 FAQ
- Answering an agnostic question ^ 15.0 15.1 15.2 What does Bryan Denlinger Do For A Living? Part 2 ^ 16.0 16.1 16.2 Vlog - Out of the Ministry ^ 17.0 17.1 17.2 17.3 17.4 Detection of charismatic Pharisees! ^ a ^ of a new catholic child pornography? ^ 20.0 20.1 Sermon - PreTrib Rapture Moment 5: What is Catholicism Teach? ^ 21.0 21.1 21.2 FAQ: What About Ballet And
Dance For Christian Girls ^ Sermon - The Pornography Epidemic ↑ 23.0 23.1 23.2 23.3 23.4 Wikipedia - NANTG ^ Sermon: I am a Ruckmanite Pt. 1 ^ 26.00 26.01 26.02 26.03 26.04 26.05 26.06 26.07 26.08 26.09 26.10 26.11 26.12 Is Den lingerie racist? ^ 27.0 27.1 Eric Jon Phelps - Biblical Government of ProBaptiCal (2H) - October 26, 2016 ^ Wikipedia - Alberto Rivera ^ 29.0
29.1 Livesey, Roy The Alberto Rivera Story: Fact and Fantasy Compared Forty years of fraud Cornerstone Magazine ^ 30.0 30.1 30.2 30,3 30,4 30.5 Vlog - From Lutheranism to salvation I ^ 31.0 31.1 31.2 31.3 3 31.4 31.5 31.6 31.7 Vlog - From Lutheranism to Salvation III ^ 32.0 32.1 32.2 32.3 32.4 32.5 Vlog - From Lutheranism to Salvation II ^ 33.0 33.1 33.2 33.3 3 33 33 33 33
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